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Abstract
Three-dimensional incompressible viscous flow about a sphere and an ellipsoid has
been numerically investigated. A locally one-dimensional time splitting implicit scheme is
described for solving the incompressible Navier-Stokes Equations in primitive variables. The
continuity equation is satisfied by Chorin's artificial compressibility approach. Body-fitted
curvilinear coordinate system is used as generating the grid system. All equations are then
transformed to curvilinear coordinate system and have been programmed for solving the
system of equations. Numerical results obtained for flow about a solid sphere at Reynolds
number of 1, 40, 80, 290, 400, 1000, 2000, 5000, lxlO4,
lxlO5
are compared with existing
numerical and experimental results. Flow about an ellipsoid of axis ratio 2: 1 is also
examined.
1 Introduction
For many years there has been considerable effort to solve Navier-Stokes Equations
in three dimensions. Due to the highly non-linear nature of the partial differential equations
applicable for fluid flow, it is generally quite difficult if not impossible to obtain closed-form
solutions and only a small number of exact solutions have been found (recent survey by
Wang [1]) mostly on two dimensional flow having simple geometry. With decreasing cost
and rapid development of high speed and large memory computers, many researchers
investigated numerical methods as a tool for solving Navier-Stokes as a system of partial
differential equations requiring appropriate initial and boundary conditions. Kutler [2],
Gessow andMorris [3] and Gresho [4] provided compiled surveys on advances of numerical
algorithms for solving Navier-Stokes Equations. Depending on the problem, computing time
has always been a major factor in solving Navier-Stokes Equations in three dimensional flow
problems. Even with the advancement of computing technology, there is still continuing
interest in finding solutions that will produce results using the least amount of time. This
thesis investigates a fast and efficient numerical time-splitting L.O.D. (Locally One
Dimensional) scheme for solving three-dimensional, viscous, incompressible Navier-Stokes
Equations in primitive variables. Moreover, a code is programmed to test the validity and
capability of the scheme.
In computing incompressible flow that use primitive variables, one of the major
issues is to make a decision about which pressure solution approach should be used to satisfy
the continuity equation. Harlow andWelch [5] in 1965 developed an approach of solving
Poisson's equation for pressure in two dimensions (extended in three dimensions by Williams
[6]) and has been used frequently for obtaining the pressure field in rectangular coordinates.
The Poisson equation replaces the continuity satisfying indirectly through the solution of the
pressure equation. It is derived by taking the divergence of the momentum equations. The
usual computational procedure is to choose the pressure field such that the continuity is
satisfied at the next time level. This procedure normally requires a relaxation scheme
iterating on pressure until the divergence is reasonably close to zero. This approach can be
very time consuming and, thus, the computing time required for simulating
three-
dimensional flows could be costly. To accelerate the pressure field solution and alleviate the
drawback associated with the Poisson equation approach, Chorin [7] proposed to use
artificial compressibility in solving the continuity equation. To implement the implicit time
differencing, he fabricated a parabolic time-dependent system of equations by adding a time
derivative of the pressure term to the mass conservation equation. The artificial
compressibility approach is the process of
sub-iterating at each physical time step and driving
the divergence of velocity toward zero. The use of artificial compressibility approach
requires only that the
sub-iterations be performed until convergence is achieved to some
desired order of accuracy. The choice of this order of accuracy in no way affects the stability
of the computation. This generally requires only several sub-iterations per physical time step.
Some of the other methods that solve a Poisson equations in pressure, such as MAC method
ofHarlow and Welch [5], must do so to machine accuracy to maintain stability and to avoid
accumulating error in the divergence of velocity from one time step to the next. Also,
Poisson's equation normally requires assumptions (like smallness of divergence, etc.) or
elimination on some of the terms in order to properly converge the solution. Furthermore,
Poisson's equation is an elliptic type of equation, which is not suitable for time-splitting
methods. However, artificial compressibility equation is a parabolic partial differential
equation, which can be solved by time-splitting methods. Therefore, artificial compressibility
method is suitable for our numerical time-splitting L.O.D. scheme application.
Chorin[7] and Temam[26], first independently introduced fractional time stepping
method. The advantage of this method is that fewer arithmetic operations are processed at
each fractional step and requires minimal computer storage leading to a fast and efficient
solver for Navier-Stokes flow calculations. As a result, numerous researchers have
extensively used, modified and investigated this method. Rosenfeld, Kwak, and Vinokur [8]
used a fractional step method with factorization method and a novel ZEBRA scheme was
devised for the efficient solution of the Poison equation. Pougare and Lakshminarayana [9]
used a space-marching method that avoids the solutions ofPoisson equation and employs a
non-iterative procedure. Bruneau and Jourdon [10] presented an efficient scheme for solving
a steady incompressible flow using
block-implicit relaxation technique and a simplified
FMG-FAS algorithm. Sotiropoulos andAbdallah [11] used a fully implicit procedure that
does not require the iterative solution of the pressure equation at each time step. Rosenfeld,
Israeli and Wolfshtein [12] presented a marching iterative method that the discrete continuity
and the two linearized crossflow momentum equations are satisfied at each marching step,
even when the mainstream momentum equation is not converged.
In this thesis, the fractional splitting method will be used with an L.O.D. scheme. The
idea is to introduce intermediate step(s) from time step m to time step m+1. The calculation
at each step is performed in one spatial direction (L.O.D.) at a time. The momentum
equations are split into fractional time steps resulting to de-couple pressure term from the
spatial velocity derivative terms. The continuity equation is replaced by a parabolic artificial
compressibility equation. The system of equations are discretized using forward
finite-
difference in time and central finite-difference approximation in space. As a result,
tri-
diagonal matrices are formed and solved efficiently by Thomas algorithm. At each fractional
time step, a sweep in one direction is performed until it iteratively converges to a desired
accuracy. The intermediate velocity solution is then used to solve the final pressure equation
which then will be used to calculate the velocity in the next time level. Velocity divergence is
calculated and maintains a reasonable value before the next time level advances.
The traditional finite difference method have computational simplicity when they are
applied for the solution of problems involving regular shape with uniformly distributed grids
over the region. However, when applied to irregular arbitrarily complex shapes (such as
ducts, engine intakes, complete aircraft or automobiles etc.), the use of interpolations
between grid points to represent boundary conditions on a curved boundary passing through
a rectangular grid may lead to poor application of boundary conditions. Such interpolations
produce large errors in the vicinity of strong curvatures and sharp discontinuities. To
alleviate the problem, the use of numerically-generated boundary-fitted or curvilinear
coordinates system had been developed byMastin and Thompson [13]. The technique is
based on a method of automatic numerical generation of a general curvilinear coordinate
system having a coordinate line coincident with each boundary of general multi-connected
region involving any number of arbitrarily shaped boundaries. In three dimensions, the
curvilinear coordinates are generated as the solution of three elliptic partial differential
equations, one coordinate being specified to be constant on each boundary segment, with
monotonic variations of the other two coordinates being specified along boundaries. These
partial differential equations are transformed by interchanging the dependent variables (the
curvilinear coordinates) and the independent variables (the physical Cartesian coordinates) to
produce three elliptic partial differential equations for the Cartesian coordinates as functions
of the curvilinear coordinates. These equations are then solved in a finite difference
approximation in the rectangular transformed plane by S.O.R. (Successive Over-Relaxation)
iteration. Coordinate lines may be concentrated as desired along the boundaries in order to
treat viscous flow at higher Reynolds number where the large gradients (pressure and forces)
becomes more severe. Once the curvilinear coordinate system is generated, any partial
differential system (in this case Navier-Stokes equations) of interest may be solved on this
coordinate system by transforming the equations and solving the resulting system in finite
difference approximation on the rectangular transformed plane.
In this thesis, Chapter2 formulates the dimensionless governing flow equations in
primitive variables. Initial and boundary conditions for potential and Navier-Stokes flow are
imposed on the body surface and remote surface. In Chapter 3, all governing and boundary
condition equations are transformed to curvilinear coordinate system using AppendixA for
some common equations transformed in curvilinear coordinate system. Chapter 4 applies the
time splitting L.O.D. scheme to the momentum and pressure equations. Equations are
discretized using first-order accurate in time and second-order accurate in spatial derivatives
to form a system of algebraic equations. Artificial compressibility technique by Chorin [7] is
use to satisfy the continuity. Chapter 5 narrates the computational procedure and
its'
computer code application to the flow about a solid sphere and ellipsoid. Numerical results at
different Reynolds number are compared and discussed in Chapter6. Finally, conclusions and
recommendations are presented in Chapter7.
The computer codes are written in FORTRAN language where one can execute the
program in the RIT-VAX environment. NCAR Graphics are provided for plotting utilities. A
Matlab code is provided to enhance colored graphing and plotting capability. All
programmed codes are given in Appendix B.
2 Mathematical Formulation
The governing equations for curvilinear coordinate system, potential flow, and
Navier-Stokes equations are formulated including the initial and boundary conditions.
2.1 Body-Fitted Curvilinear Coordinate System
The numerical grid region to be generated are bounded by two surfaces, the body
surface and the surface which we call the surface at infinity (or sometimes called remote
boundary) shown in Figure [2.1.1]. The characteristic length of the surface at infinity is
usually five times that of the characteristic length of the body to allow perturbations across




Figure [2.1.1]. Surface at infinity and the Body surface.
It is desired to construct a curvilinear coordinate system in this region such that the
mesh points are concentrated near the body and equally distributed over the surface of the
body. Generally, the interior grid points are solved using elliptic partial differential equations
of the Poisson or Laplace type for such a transformation because of the smoothing properties
of the elliptic equations that is, the solutions obtained from the elliptic equations do not
propagate the boundary shape discontinuities into the coordinate field. The transformation
from the physical region in x,y,z space to the computational regions in /u,v, space (see
Figure [2.1.2]) is to satisfy the following elliptic system:
V2/z = fM'V'Z) (2-la)
W = f2(ju,v,) (2.1b)
V2<f = f&,v,$) (2.1c)
where
V2
denotes the Laplacian operator in (x, y,z) space i.e.
V
dx2 dy2 dz2
The non-homogeneous functions/;, f2, and/j are used to control the coordinate contraction.
However, extreme choices for/;,/^ and/j may cause a local grid to overlap.
Figure [2.1.2] Physical and computational regions.
For two dimensions, mapping of a doubly connected region into a simply connected
region by using a branch cut works well. However in three dimensions, the stacking of
parallel planes using branch cut planes result in singularity problems as the area of the plane
region approaches zero. To overcome these singularity problems, the physical and
computational regions have been partitioned into three regions called the North, South, and








Figure [2.1.3] Partitioned region in physical space and computational regions.
Furthermore it allows better handling of computer storage since a particular sub-
region may be evaluated and not greatly increase the size of the computational field. The
interfaces for the union of the sub-regions in the North, South and Central must have smooth
and continuous derivatives. A technique (given by Dietrich [15]) called two-plane
overlapping is described in Figure [2.1.3]. Similarly the re-entrant surfaces in the Central is
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Figure [2.1.3] Computational Region showing two-plane overlapping.


















































Figure [2.1.4] Computational Region showing two-plane overlapping and the re-entrant
surfaces in the central region. Indicates aflow field size of11x11x30 in the
North and South region, 15x42x30 in the Central region. This is described by
subroutine IFACE2.for.
2.1.1 Boundary Conditions at the Body
Two test cases that will be numerically investigated will be flow around a
solid sphere and an ellipsoid. These solid boundaries are first generated in (x,y,z)




where a,b,c are the major and two minor axis respectively. If a,b,c are equal to
one then it is considered a sphere.
2.1.2 Remote Boundary Conditions
For simplicity, the remote boundary or surface infinity will take the shape the








2.2 Potential Flow Formulation
Potential flow is governed by frictionless Euler equations. The condition to be
imposed on the potential flow is that the velocity field must be irrotational i.e.,
VXV=0
In vector analysis, a fundamental vector identity gives,
VXV0=O
From this condition it follows that there exist a velocity potential 0, such that the velocity
vector can be defined on physical regionD as;
y=V0 (2.2a)



















Pressure is calculated from irrotational, incompressible Bernoulli equation i.e.,
p*,(v7=p-,^




p = free stream pressure
IL = free stream velocity
V*
=dimensional velocity

















2.2.1 Boundary Conditions at the Body




where n denotes the normal vector on 3D surface.
2.2.2 Remote Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions on surface infinity is,
<t> =xlx + yly + zlz (2.2.2a)
where lx, ly, lt are the direction cosines of the free-stream direction.
2.3 Navier-Stokes Formulation
In the following Navier-Stokes formulation, we will assume a Newtonian fluid under
constant viscosity, neglect body forces and use an Eulerian (space-fixed) reference frame.
The governing equations for a non-dimensional time-dependent incompressible















du du du du
+ u + v + w =
dt dx dy dz
y-Momentum Equation:
dv dv dv dv dp 1 [ t^v (fv cPv
+ u + v + w = -rf + hrr + tt + ^r





dw dw dw dw dp 1 9\v 3V SSv ]
+ u + v + w =
- + -t + T + r
dt dx dy dz dz Rt
[dx2 dy2 dz2 (2.3d)
All equations above are non-dimensionalized with respect to a characteristic velocity U and
U L





= ^-, where v,p,p*,p are the kinematic viscosity, density, static
pressure and free stream pressure respectively.
It is our aim to solve four unknowns u,v,w,p (2.3b), (2.3c), (2.3d) in time and space
with the constraint (2.3a). Equations (2.3a-d) are quasi-linear in nature, therefore these
equations can be solved as initial-boundary value problem. The starting solution for
Navier-
Stokes calculation is specified to be the potential flow solution, whereas the boundary
conditions are specified on the body surface and the remote boundary.
For simplification, all of the equations presented from here on will now be written in
non-dimensional form.
In vector form, equations (2.3a) and (2.3b), (2.3c), (2.3d) become;
Continuity equation:
V V = 0 (2.3e)
Momentum equation:
+ (y V) V = - Vp + V2V (2.3f)
dt Re
2.3.1 Equation For Pressure
The time-dependent momentum equation (2.3b), (2.3c), and (2.3d) are parabolic type
partial differential equations, which are suitable for any time-split marching scheme.
However, with the Poisson equation for pressure, the equation is of elliptic type, which is
unsuitable for time-split marching scheme. To overcome this problem, the approach used
here is to add artificial compressibility to the continuity equation (by Chorin [7]) so that a
parabolic type of equation is obtained. Thus, the continuity equation (2.3a) becomes,
dp du dv dw n ,_ A x
e + + + = 0 (2.4a)
dt dx dy dz
where relates pressure as a function of density p. For steady state solution, the
pressure derivative term approaches zero thus, conserves mass. For time-dependent solution,
the pressure derivative term must be kept small, thus smust also be kept small. In the limit
that t -> oo equation (2.4a) coincides with equation (2.3a).
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2.3.2 Boundary Conditions
2.3.2.1 Boundary Conditions at the Body
The Dirichlet boundary condition is due to the no-slip condition at the body surface
where the velocity on the surface of a body in viscous flow is zero i.e.
V = 0 (2.5a)
Substituting equation (2.5a) into the momentum equation (2.3f) and dotting it with the







nD' denotes the vector normal to the body surface dD . Although the velocity at the
body is zero the viscous terms (V2V ) are not. This is the true representation of pressure with
viscous terms included.
2.3.2.2 Remote Boundary Conditions
Dirichlet boundary condition is applied to the remote boundary condition where the
velocity and pressure are constant at the infinity surface throughout the flow calculations.
U = 1 (2.3.2.2a)
p
= 0 (2.3.2.2b)
where, (2.3.2.2a) is a non-dimensionalized unit free stream velocity at z-direction and
(2.3.2.2b) is non-dimensionalized pressure.
As the Reynolds number gets higher, unsteady oscillation occurs in computation
when vortices forms and reaches the downstream boundary. To circumvent this type of
problem, the Neumann-type boundary condition can be applied on velocity and Dirichlet on
pressure at the downstream outflow condition described by Tomboulides [21]. However due
to time constraint in this thesis, this type of outflow formulation is omitted.
2.3.2.3 Initial Conditions
For Navier-Stokes calculations, the acquired converged potential solution is used as




where V0 and p0 are the converged velocity and pressure field from the potential
flow solution. Furthermore, to save computing time the converged steady state solution at a
given Reynolds number can be used as an initial velocity and pressure field for the next
higher Reynolds number (see Fu [16]).
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3 Coordinate Transformation
In this chapter, the Cartesian grid points, potential flow, Navier-Stokes, pressure
equation, and boundary conditions are transformed into ju,v,^ space where all computations
are performed.
The Jacobian of transformation J and the rest of the transformation relations such as
first derivatives are formulated inAppendixA. Thompson, Warsi andMastin (1985) [35]
presented extensive relations for the transformation of the divergence, gradient, Laplacian
e.tx. which derivatives are also given inAppendixA.
3.1 Body-Fitted Curvilinear Coordinate System
The partitioning of the physical region into three sub-regions results into what is
known as simply connected region because it contains no obstacle within the region (see
Figure [2.1.3]). This sub-regions is to be mapped into the computational domain in the
^i,v,^ coordinates in such a manner that the mapped region will have rectangular box shape
and allow the construction of cube meshes over it shown in Figure [3.1a] and Figure [3.1b].
Furthermore, the mapping should satisfy the following requirements;
1. The mapping of the physical to the computational domain must be one-to-one.
2. Coordinate lines of the same family (i.e. ji or v or $ must not cross.

































Figure [3.1a]. Mapping ofSimply Connected Region into the Computational Domain





















































Figure [3.1b]. Mapping ofPhysical to Computational region in the Central sub-region.
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The actual values of//, v and E, in the computational domain are immaterial, because
they do not appear in the final expressions when finite-differencing is applied. Therefore, for
simplicity, we can construct a cube mesh oiA/i=l, zlv=iand Ag=l over the rectangular
transformed region.
The /, / and K indicates the positional indices of the //, v and surfaces respectively
over the computational region. The range for these indices in the sub-regions are as follows,
Table [3.1]. Range ofi,j,k in each sub-region
Region //-surface v-surface ^-surface
North 1 <I<L 1 <J<M 1 <K<N
Central 1 < I < LC 1 < J < MC 1 <K<N
South 1 <I<L 1 <J<M 1 <K<N
where, L is the maximum //-surface in the North and South region
M is the maximum v-surface in the North and South region
LC is the maximum //-surface in the Central region
MC is the maximum v-surface in the Central region
N is the maximum cf-surface in the North, South and Central region
The governing equations for the body-fitted coordinate transformation are equation
(2.1a), (2.1b) and (2.1c). Using the inverse transformation (see Laplacian transformation
fromAppendixA), equations (2.1a), (2.1b) and (2.1c) can be written as,
tfx tfx 32x #x c?x tfx f,
^+*2Wv+^W^+^+^+J












where, a and ft are the metric coefficients defined fromAppendixA.
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3.2 Potential Flow Transformation
UsingAppendixA (Laplacian Inverse Transformation) to transform equation (2.2b)
into,
12- /
a *t+7a l^+7a It+a, t+7^ lt_ . *+f
dp Jldv Jia$)
=0 (3.2a)












rearranging equation (2.2f) becomes,
1 1/ 2 ^ 2 ^ l\







3.2.1 Boundary Conditions at the Body
UsingAppendixA (normal derivative transformation), equation (2.2.1a) transforms
into,
1 f 30 dtp d</>) _
(3.2.1a)
3.2.2 Remote Boundary Conditions
The remote boundary stated in equation (2.2.2a) transforms into,
<j> = xlx + yly + zlz
19


































3.3.1.1 Boundary Conditions at the Body
The Neumann boundary condition at the body surface (2.5.1a) can be written
in transformed coordinate, using AppendixA,
JJa3






This chapters deals with numerical L.O.D. scheme applied to Navier-Stokes
Equations and the differencing scheme to form systems of algebraic equations. The scheme
we use here is Forward Time Central Space (F.T.C.S.) finite-differencing which are first
order accurate in time and second order accurate in space.
4.1 Body-Fitted Curvilinear Coordinate System
Applying central space differencing on equation (3.1a) results into,





I~\JWjJbl "*"-*f-]j>4 -"Wj-JH Xy[,jWra22\Ki,}AJc~^XijA)c A,;*/
^~Z~\XiJHJM'*~XiJ-UcA -"fjri*-! Xi,jAM+<%^X<JW~*~X>Jfi-l ujk)
+' \f\XMJJc Xi-\.j]crJl\XijMJc Xi,jAJc)+J3\Xijm XiJJcAji
The above equation consists of a very large number of equations. In the matrix form,
the coefficient ofmatrix is sparse and not banded therefore, an iterative method of solving
the linear system of equations is preferred. Choosing point Successive Over-Relaxation
(S.O.R) as a method of solving the set of equations can lead to simplicity and effectiveness of
the computation. The S.O.R. starts with an initial approximation (guess) of the solution and
generates a sequence of solutions that converges to a desired accuracy. Furthermore, an
acceleration parameter value Q accelerates the iteration process. This iterative method is a
very popular method and can be found on numerous numerical analysis books such as
reference [36].
Along with the popular S.O.R. method is the general equation of a point S.O.R. which





























where the subscript i,j,k are the spatial indices in the transformed space discussed in
section 3.1. and the superscript s denotes iteration count. The S.O.R. acceleration parameter
Q used here is 1.8, held constant throughout the calculation procedure. This acceleration
parameter Q=1.8 is a typical optimum value used for solving elliptic partial differential
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(4. If)
4.2 Potential Flow
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Using central differencing equation (3.2b), (3.2c), and (3.2d) becomes,
k*,m =ykife-+i.M








~<W)+ /U^+u -0,,,-i,J+ A3fe,M+i -0,-,M=i)] (4.2d)
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and potential flow pressure equation (3.2e) becomes,
(4.2e)
4.2.1 Boundary Conditions at the Body
Using central differencing on the p and v derivatives and forward differencing (first
order accurate) on the if derivative the boundary condition on the body surface (3.2.1a)
becomes,
13 fe+l,M - &-1.M )+ <*23 fe,J+l,* - <t>i,j-U )+ 33 fe,M+l ~ tijjt ) = 0
rearraging becomes,
0i,M
= 0i.M+i + ks fcti,,.* ~ 0M.M )+ 23 fe,,+u " &,,-i,* )] (4-2- la)
or
33
4.2.2 Remote Boundary Conditions





Implicit scheme permits a choice of larger time step over explicit scheme. Although,
it is difficult to program in a computer, a fast and efficient steady state solution can be
achieved quickly. Thus, equation (3.3a) can be written in transformed implicit form as,
yn*_yn
A

























where the superscript m denotes the time step.
We can now apply the time-splitting scheme ofL.O.D. of the above equation.
Gathering all the p derivatives, v-cross derivatives and fractionally forwarding the time
from m to m+ in the above implicit equation (4.3) results into// sweep. A sweep is a























Similarly, gathering all the v derivatives, //-cross derivatives and fractionally


























Also, gathering all the f derivatives, //v-cross derivatives and fractionally forwarding
1 3





































When equation (4.3a), (4.3b) and (4.3c) are added the result is the same as equation
1 1 3
(4.3) except for the fractional velocity terms in m + , m+ and m + which are
evaluated sequentially. Using F.T.C.S scheme on equation (4.3a), (4.3b), (4.3c) and (4.3d)
becomes,
i) p sweep,
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where s = iteration count.
Notice that the above velocity equations have nonlinear terms and cross derivatives.
To linearize the above equation the non-linear terms and the cross derivatives are lagged by
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expanding by applying central space differencing (using AppendixA),
(4.3h)
similarly for v,w velocity components this becomes,
vS =v,^ -^kGc, -p^J+pM^ -P^kfldiC* -p$J (4.3h)
wS ="3-^kfc -^,J+A2feu -A^,J+AsGC* -CLi)] (4-3i)
4.3.1 Pressure Equation
Equation (2.4a) can be written as,
dpm+1
dt
+ vr = o (4.4a)
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To the system of equation (4.3a), (4.3b), (4.3c) and (4.3d) we wish to add a pressure
equation which will force V
Vm+1
= 0 . In doing so, we take the divergence of pressure term
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Similar to the momentum equation, we can now split equation (4.4c) into 3 fractional
1 2
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Pi,j+l,k+l Pi,;+l,i-l Pi,j-l.k+l + Pi,j-l,k-
s-i.
(4.4g)
ii) similarly, v sweep
^22 , J 2
J2
2









































Pi+l,j,k+l Pi+l,j,k-l Pi-l,jjc+l + Pi-lJJc-
s-\
(4.4h)



























( m+1 _ m+1 _ m+1 , m+1 \
^
1 2 vPi'+l,j+l,* Pi+l,j-l,t Pi-l,j+l,it
"l"
Pi-\,j-\,k )s_i
again, where 5 = iteration count.
Notice the above pressure equations do not contain nonlinear terms, which arise only
in velocity equations. However, the cross derivatives are backed up by one iteration step (s-l)
as before.
4.3.2 Boundary Conditions
Since no slip condition is imposed on the body surface, the intermediate boundary
velocity components are zero. No updates for the intermediate boundary velocity components
are needed in each velocity iteration. Furthermore, the outer boundary is ofDirichlet type of
boundary condition, which stays constant at all times. Therefore, only the pressure at the
body surface is updated at each pressure iteration. As a result, computing time is minimized.
For the first order derivatives, the boundary values on pressure are discretized using
one-sided differencing and second order derivatives central differencing on the velocity
terms.
4.3.2.1 Boundary Conditions at the Body
Expand the velocity Laplacian terms (right hand side) of equation (3.5.1a) results
into,
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We can then split equation (4.5.1a) into directional sweep similar to the
L.O.D. algorithm of the momentum and pressure equations. Thus,
v) p sweep
dp dp dp Pl3
a13 + a23 + a33
=s-L



























































































































































Equation (4.5.1b), (4.5.1c), and (4.5. Id) can be discretizated as follows,
i) p sweep















Mi,;+1,3 Mi,j+l,l Mi,;-1,3 +Mi,j-lJ







where the superscript * denotes unknown pressure at p sweep. Rearranging further
arrives to,

























































































ii) similarly, v sweep










































































































































































Notice the terms uitjf ,vtJf and
w(jl4 in equation (4.5. lg) due to the central differencing








This means that k=2 is the body surface and k=N-l is the remote boundary.
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5 Calculation Procedure
Discretization yields a large system of nonlinear algebraic equations. This chapter
describes the process of solving the set of algebraic equations and implementation to
computer programming.
5.1 Body-Fitted Curvilinear Coordinate System
For simplification, we will use the concept of spherical coordinates to






where, R = 0.5 for sphere, <j> and 0are defined on the Figure below.













The physical domain D is divided into three sub-regions North, South, and
Central (Figure [2.1.3]). The interior points are generated by an exponential






















Zi,j,it Z;,;,l + 3 t V^i.y.Af ^i,j,l / P-lC)
e 1
for i=l,3,..,L in the North and South (N and S)
j=l,3,..,M in the N and S
i=l,3,..,LC in the Central (C)
j=l,3,..,MCintheC
k=2,3,.,N-lintheN,S,C
The interior grid points are to be solve by point S.O.R. iterative method
therefore a starting guess to equations (4.2d), (4.2e), and (4.2f) are provided by (5.1a),
(5.1b) and (5.1c). Furthermore, the prescription of boundary surface values are not
needed at each iteration step since we are solving for the interior points only.
From a programming point of view, equations (4. Id), (4.1e), (4. If) are
three-
dimensional arrays in a computational rectangular domain with mesh points indices i,
j and k that is, xn(L,M,N), yn(L,M,N) and zn(L,M,N) in the North section,
xs(L,M,N), ys(L,M,N) and zs(L,M,N) in the South and xc(LC,MC,N), yc(LC,MC,N)
and zc(LC,MC,N) in the Central section. The iteration is processed by a do-loop
routine until a desired accuracy is met. Inside the do-loop, propermatching of the
interfaces for the union of the N,S,C section is performed by two subroutines
IFACEl.for (Figure [2.1.3]) and IFACE2.for (Figure [2.1.4]). The attached
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Appendix B gives the above subroutines and ELLIPSE.for as the main code for grid
generation. GRID.for plots the grid generated in yz-plane using NCAR Graphics.
Enhanced graphing functions are provided and written in Matlab code. plotgridlD.m
and plotgrid3D.m plots the grid in 2D and 3D view.
The metric coefficients 05,* (j,k=l,2,3)and the coordinate transformation
Jacobian 7 are evaluated at mesh point (i,j,k) of transformed region. The function/;,
f2, and/i, are functions for coordinate contraction. Here, surface contraction toward
the body surface is given below,
// = 0,/2 =
0,and/3=-C3^M)
where C3 is the amplitude of the contraction. The convergence procedure to
achieve the desired C3 is to gradually increase the amplitude after a particular Cj.
Large value of C?may cause truncation errors in the finite difference to propagate
(seeMastin (1982) [22]).
Again, point S.O.R. iterative technique is used to solve equation (4. Id), (4.1e),
and (4. If) in the North, South and Central region. An optimum relaxation parameter
ofQ = 1.8 is used. The S.O.R. solution converges to the accuracy of 1(T5. At each
S.O.R. iteration, matching of interfaces are updated. These updates are necessary to
impose continuous derivatives at the interfaces.
5.2 Potential Flow Calculation
After the transformation of coordinate system, potential flow can be solved
and calculated in the computational rectangular domain. Similar to the grid generation
solution method, point S.O.R. iterative technique is used to solve equation (4.2a)
together with boundary condition (4.2.1a) and (4.2.2a) for the potential flow. The
value of relaxation parameter Q is kept the same at 1.8. For an S.O.R method a
starting guess solution is needed. As
an approximate solution let,






The velocity components and pressure (u,v,w,p) are then calculated after the
potential 0 in all mesh points are converge to the desired accuracy of
10"5
using
equations (4.2b), (4.2c), (4.2d), and (4.2e).
MAST.for is the FORTRAN code for running the potential flow attached at
Appendix B. For plotting purposes, PLTNS.for, plot2D.m and plot3D.m are the codes
in FORTRAN and Matlab language also included in Appendix B.
5.3 Navier-Stokes Calculation
After the potential flow is calculated, its solution is used as a starting initial
condition for the Navier-Stokes flow computations.
The discretized equation (4.3e), (4.3f) and (4.3g), yields as a system of
tridiagonal matrices which can be solve by Thomas Algorithm. This algorithm is a
direct non-iterative method and extremely efficient for solving large number of
equations. To solve the system of equations, the matrix of the coefficients is put into
upper tridiagonal form by elimination process. Once the tridiagonal form is achieved,
the unknowns are determined by back substitution. Thomas Algorithm can be found
on numerous books such as reference [37].
In general, the form of (4.3e) is given below,
ill
A-iC5* + BiO + C-+iCX =RHSijJC :i=2 to L-l, j=2 to M-l, k=3 to N-2




k=2,3,.,N-2 in the N,S,C
where k=l is a surface used for boundary evaluation
k=2 is the body surface






























Similar formation can be applied to (4.3f) and (4.3g) in all three sub-regions.
Linearization was imposed to the nonlinear and cross derivatives terms by
lagging one iterations step. It is then desired to converge the unknowns (u,v,w,p) to
some criteria i.e. at each iteration, equations (4.3e), (4.3f) and (4.3g) are solved
sequentially, obtaining u,v,w velocity components at each sub-region and updating








In this thesis g(v)
=
10~5
is used. Furthermore, no intermediate velocity




5.4 Pressure Equation Calculation
Equation (4.4g), (4.4h) and (4.4i) also forms tridiagonal matrices, solvable by
Thomas Algorithm. The general form of (4.4g) is given below,
m+- m+-
m+-
A,-! phlj, +Bt p,J +C;+1p^ =RHSIJJt



























Similar formation can be applied to (4.4h) and (4.41) all three sub-regions.
After the fractional velocity components (section 5.3) are converged in all
three sub-regions, pressure calculation follows. At each pressure iteration (cross
derivative terms are lagged by one iteration step), pressure converges at each









boundary conditions on the body surface is applied (equation (4.5. le), (4.5. If), and








Once the velocity components and pressure field together with the pressure
boundary conditions are successfully converged, equations (4.3g), (4.3h), (4.3i) are







The artificial compressibility term e of equation (4.4g), (4.4h) and (4.4i) have
some important impact on the convergence of the solution. If is too large, the matrix
may become stiff, where the errors
change very small for a long period of time.
Therefore, facts as a controlling parameter for convergence and stability of the
problem. No constant value of e gave a convergent solution (see Ghosh [14]). Steger







which was found to work well with spheres and ellipsoid. The above equation
states the variation dependency on the grid system as //v-surfaces varies along
surfaces.
NSCALC.for is the FORTRAN code that runs the Navier-Stokes calculations.
PLTNS.for for plotting in yz plane using NCAR Graphics. Enhanced 2D and 3D
graphing capabilities are executed byplot2D.m and plot3D.m in Matlab environment.
5.5 Force Coefficients Calculation
For analysis and comparison purposes, forces on the body need to be
calculated. Since the body forces are neglected, the only forces acting on the surface
of the body are the skin friction (shear stress) and the pressure drag. The forces are
defined by integrating the stress tensor on the body i.e.
F = \dS (5.5a)
jdn
where,
f= Cartesian stress tensor,
h = outward normal vector on the body surface S





Note: The stress tensor Thas been normalized with respect to pUl (see Fu
[16]). Equation (5.6a) is transformed into //,v, space (the transformation is
lengthly, see Fu [16]) thus becoming,
F = CDJ + CDj] + CDkk






















Using central differencing, the above equation becomes,
cDl =2jf-A3ps+^ta,2 -rs,)Wv
CD, =2jf-/J23^ +^(vSu -vS,2)U
CDk








2w,'"*12 , by extrapolation method.




This chapter deals with obtaining a steady state solution at various Reynolds numbers
and to study how the numerical scheme would behave at unsteady ranges of high Reynolds
numbers. Steady state solution is achieved when the velocity vectors in the flow field no
longer changes.
To verify the numerical scheme and the code's capability, two different flow
computations are examined. These are the flow around a solid sphere of diameter 1 and an
ellipsoid ofVi axis ratio. A constant unit-free stream velocity is imposed at the surface
infinity in the z-axis direction. Various computational field sizes have been used at different
Reynolds numbers to study the effect of boundary layer, separation angle, vortex generation
and unsteady behavior at higher Reynolds numbers. Velocity vectors are plotted with a scale
of 1:6 (unless otherwise noted) at different Reynolds number and time interval. The pressure
and drag coefficients are also plotted and compared against analytical, experimental and
numerical results. Computing capability was programmed on RITVAX environment and the
graphics utility programmed in NCAR Graphics and Matlab.
6.1 Sphere
Flow around sphere has been used extensively for many years to investigate newly
formulated numerical algorithms since numerous numerical and experimental data are
available at a wide range ofReynolds number. The calculation has been run at Re=\, 40, 80,
290, 400, 1000, 2000, 5000, 10000 and 1E5. Some values ofRe will be plotted and compared
for discussion purposes. The time step Arranges from 0.02 to 0.001 and three field sizes
were used to determine the numerical L.O.D. method's capability as the Reynolds number
increases up close to transition
turbulent flow. Although the numerical scheme is implicitly
formulated i.e. unconditionally stable, the choice of Ar is still restricted to the numerical
accuracy. The convergence criteria for the velocity and pressure iteration used were 10"5. For
flow at low and intermediate Reynolds numbers i.e., Re<=1000 the field sizes used were
1 lxl 1x30 for the North and South regions and 15x42x30 for the Central region. Figures
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[6.1.1a], [6.1.1b], and [6.1.2] below shows the 2D and 3D grid generation. The color-coded
represents the partitioning between the North, Central and South region.
Figure No. 1
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Figure [6.1.1a]. Sphere's cross-sectional grid @N(llxllx30), S(llxllx30),
C(15x42x30) y-z plane.
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Figure [6.1.1b]. Sphere 's cross-sectional grid Zoomed-In View in y-z plane.
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Figure [6.1.2]. Sphere's 3D grid plot @N(llxlIx30), S(l lxl1x30), C(15x42x30).
Plotted Every 5th Surface.
The potential flow solution was solved by an S.O.R. iteration method. The boundary
condition uses a one sided differencing for first order derivatives. Although, a higher
differencing can be used instead, our results were reasonably accurate. This is shown in
Figure [6.1.3] by comparing the analytical pressure coefficient Cp of sphere to our computed
results (where
180
is the stagnation point). Velocity vectors are plotted in Figure [6.1.4a]
and Figure [6.1.4b].
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Note: 1.) the flow in the velocity plots are from bottom to top or from -z to +z axis,
2.) Figure [6.1.4b], shows the velocity vectors at the body is zero. It is intentionally set to
zero because this solution will be used as initial condition for Navier-Stokes flow.
Pressure Distribution over the surface of sphere
Analytical Cp vs. Computed Potential Flow Cp
- Theoretical CP Potential flow
angle (degrees)
Figure [6.1.3]. Dimensionless Pressure Coefficient over the surface ofsphere.
Stagnation point is at 180 .
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Figure [6.1.4a]. Potentialflow solution on cross-section ofsphere.
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Figure [6.1.4b]. Zoomed-In View ofPotentialflow solution of sphere.
Velocity scaled to 1:8.
For low Reynolds number, Re=\ the velocity vectors at different times are shown on
Figures [6.1.5a,b,c,d,e]. At Figures [6.1.5d and e], the velocity vectors were unchanged and
therefore has quickly reached the steady state. This
fast computation to steady state solution
is due to the initial conditions (i.e. potential flow solution) used for starting the Navier-Stokes
calculations. Moreover, there is no flow separation occurring which is expected for slightly
inertial flow (low) Reynolds number.
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Figure [6.1.5a]. Developingflow on sphere at, Re=1.0, T=0.01, At
= 0.01
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Velocity profiles about a solid Sphere
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Velocity profiles about a solid Sphere
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Figure [6.1.5d]. Steady State Flow Solution on sphere at, Re-1.0, T=4.0, At = 0.01
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Figure [6.1.5e]. Zoomed-In View ofFlow on sphere at, Re=1.0, T=4.0, At = 0.01
The drag coefficient history is plotted against the dimensionless time shown in Figure
[6.1.5f]. Notice the drag coefficient reached a steady state at about T=0.6. Before that time,
the numerical solution is transiently trying to converge to a steady state solution.
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Sphere Drag Variations as a Function of Time
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Figure [6.1.5f]. History ofDrag Coefficient as afunction ofTime
Sphere Drag Variations as a Function of Time




















Figure [6.1.5g]. Zoomed In View ofHistory ofDrag Coefficient as a function ofTime
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For Re=40 flow separation occurs and early stage of vortices emerges at the rear part
of the sphere. Here, the effects of viscosity are starting to take effect and gradually grow. The
transition from no separation to flow separation do occur at Re~20 as reported by Chang and
Maxey [25], and Taneda [18] in their numerical experimentation. The point of separation
gradually moves forward upstream and eventually reaches a stationary point about 8 1 from
the rear part (z-axis) of the sphere. Velocity vectors are plotted in Figures [6.1.6a], [6.1.6b],
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Figure [6.1.6b]. Zoomed-In View ofFlow on sphere at, Re-40, T-4.0, At-0.02
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Fz'gMre [6.1.6c]. Zoomed-In View ofFlow on sphere at, Re-40, T-8.0, At=0.01
For Re= 400, the flow becomes unsteady. Johnson and Pate/ [19] investigated
numerically and experimentally that
at Reynolds number greater than 270 the flow is
unsteady. Generation of symmetric vortices began to grow near the rear part of sphere and
extend to downstream region. The separation point moves further towards the upstream
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direction. The velocity profile remains unchanged in the upstream region of the flow field.
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Figure [6.1.7b]. Zoomed-In View ofFlow on sphere at, Re=400, T-4.0, At=0.02
The unsteady but oscillatory behavior of flow about a sphere extends up to about
Re~2E105. Furthermore, the boundary layer becomes increasingly chaotic as it reaches the
transition point to turbulence. For Reynolds number based on the diameter, the transition
occurs around Re=3xl05. Therefore more grid resolution are needed. Schlichting [20]
calculated the boundary layer thickness of sphere and was found to be 0.035 at /te=1000. For
1 lxl 1x30 in the North and South regions and 15x42x30 in the Central region, the distance
between the body surface and the next flow field surface is 0.013918879 which means two
flow field ^-surfaces are inside the boundary layer. We have assumed this is sufficient to
capture the large gradient near the body therefore we will not use coordinate contraction.
Table [6.1.8] shows the following results.
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Table [6.1.8]. Maximum Divergence @N(1 lxl1x30), S(l lxl1x30), C(15x42x30) grid
for different Reynolds number.
RE# Time Step (DELT) Time T Flow Region Max. Divergence Surface
Location
40 0.02 8 North 0.11419 6,6,29
290 0.01 4 Central 0.31425 2,36,24
400 0.01 4 Central 0.31425 2,36,24
1000 0.01 4 North 2.48954 2,2,23
1000 0.005 4 South 0.80471 10,2,4
1000 0.002 2 North 0.41118 2,10,3
2000 0.002 2 South 0.57564 10,2,3
2000 0.002 4 Central 1 .73069 2,31,16
5000 0.001 0.196 Central 19.56253
(unstable)
7,26,3
Notice the above Table [6.1.8] shows that the smaller choice of time step At, the
smaller the divergence value. Furthermore, at long time interval T the maximum divergence
occurs near downstream towards the remote boundary (K or ^-surface) where a constant
Dirichlet condition is applied. This type of open outflow boundary condition is suitable for a
Neumann type of boundary condition. Tomboulides (1993) [21] suggested a Neumann type
of boundary condition for the velocity components and Dirichlet for the pressure. However,
due to time constraint we will keep the Dirichlet outflow type condition.
With this given mesh points, Table [6.1.8] shows that for /?e>=5000 numerical
instability occurs. The source of error pointed out to the central section (see Figure [6.1.1b])
where the grid aspect ratio was found to be A.R.=1.629. According to Mastin (1982) [22],
very small or large aspect ratio
and severe skewness introduces truncation error in the finite
difference. Obviously, if the grids are contracted toward the body the aspect ratio would
expect to go up. To alleviate the problem, more /^-surfaces in the Central region had to be
constructed. Using the field size of 1 lxl 1x30 for the North and South regions and 31x42x30
for the Central region results to aspect ratio of
AR= 1 .177535 (which is closer to an ideal
A.R.=1.0) shown in Figure [6.1.9]. However, the grid near the North and South region
introduces skewness. With this in mind, the following runs at higher Reynolds numbers
presented below, will study how far the code will run.
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Figure [6.1.9]. yz-plane grid @N/S(1 lxl1x30) and C(31x42x30)
For Re-1000, the vortices grew stronger, larger and farther away from the rear part of
the sphere. The initial values are the final data ofRe=400 at 7=4.0. The velocity vectors are
plotted in Figures [6.1.10a] and [6.1.10b]. The separation point moves a little further
forward (towards upstream) compared to Figure [6.1.6b]. The pressure coefficient for
various flow conditions is plotted in Figure [6.1.11].
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Figure [6.1.10a]. Flow on sphere at, Re=1000, T=8.0, At=0.01
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F/gwn? [6.1.10b]. Zoomed-In View ofFlow on sphere at, Re=1000, T=8.0, At-0.01
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Pressure Distribution over the surface of sphere







Figure [6.1.11]. Dimensionless Pressure Distribution over the surface ofsphere at
Re=40, 400, and Re=1000 with Potential andAnalytical Invicid Flow
Solution.
Interestingly, at /?e=2000, 7=4.0 with a time step At=0.002, four vortices are present,
shown in Figure [6.1.12b]. Two small new ones are being formed very near the body
downstream and the larger vortices have moved out near the remote boundary. The full view
of velocity vectors are shown in Figure [6.1.12a].
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Figure [6.1.12a]. Flow on sphere at, Re=2000, T=4.0, At=0.02
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Figure [6.1.12b]. Zoomed-In View ofFlow on sphere at, Re=2000, T=4.0, At=0.02
For /?e=5000, the starting solution was /?<?=1000 at 7=4.0. The velocity vectors is
plotted in Figure [6.1.13a]. Here, the velocity vectors noticeable grew stronger and longer.
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Figure [6.1.13a]. Zoomed-In View ofFlow on sphere at, Re=5000, T=0.5, At=0.001
For high Reynolds number, Re=10,000 the time step is ^=0.001. The initial values were
the converged results of /?e=5000 at 7=0.5. The velocity vectors is plotted in Figure
[6.1.14a].
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Figure [6.1.14a]. Zoomed-In View ofFlow on sphere at, Re=10,000, T=0.5, At=0.001
Almost reaching the transition to
turbulence at Re=100,000, the velocity vectors is plotted
in Figure [6.1.15a]. The initial values were the converged results of /?e=10,000 at 7=0.5.
Here at 7=0.136, the solution did not converge (blew up). It is evident from the velocity
vectors (Figure [6.1.15a]) the location error which points to the velocity near the body where
the vectors are not tangential. The maximum divergence was found in the central region at




Figure [6.1.15a]. Zoomed-In View ofFlow on sphere at, Re=100,000, T=0.367,
At=0.001
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Table [6.1.16]. Maximum Divergence forRe=1000 to 100000
RE# Time Step {DEL 7) Time T Flow Region Region Max. Divergence Location (l,J,K)
1000 0.005 4 Central 1.29814 2,2,27
10000 0.001 0.5 Central 1 .07828 24,7,3
100000 0.001 0.367 Central 306.927(blew up) 23,12,3
To improve the degree of grid skewness, a larger field size has been used. In the North
and South 21x21x30 mesh points and in the Central Region 51x82x30 mesh points. Figure
[6.1.17] shows the yz-plane grid near the body.
fwd
7-






















F/gwre [6.1.17]. yz-plane grid @N/S(21x21x30) and C(51x82x30)
Table [6.1.18] below shows the summary of computation ran for the purpose of high
Reynolds number with larger time step compared with the previous mesh size. The velocity
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vectors for /?e=10,000 and /te=100,000 are plotted in Figures [6.1.19a] and [6.1.19b].
Pressure distribution is plotted at Figure [6.1.20]
Table [6.1.18]. Maximum Divergence forRe=400 to 100,000
RE# Time Step (DELT) Time
7"
Flow Region Region Max. Divergence Location
1,000 0.01 2 Central 1.03217 16,71,11
10,000 0.005 0.5 North 1 .23004 13,9,4
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Figure [6.1.19a]. Flow on sphere at, Re=10,000, 7=0.5, At=0.005
End of met a code
Figure [6.1.19b]. Flow on sphere at, Re=100,000, 7=0.5, At=0.005
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Dimensionless Pressure Distribution Over the Surface of Sphere
-1.25
a-*
- Fk=10.000 - R100.000 4^- Ffc=1.000 - Rt=40
Angle (degrees)
Figure [6.1.20]. Pressure Coefficient Cp at various Flow Conditions
In comparison to the existing numerical and/or experimental results the drag coefficient is
plotted and tabulated in Figure [6.1.22] and Table [6.1.22]. Equation (5.5b), (5.5c), and
(5.5d), were used to calculate for the drag coefficient in x,y,z directions. All existing











Figure [6.1.22]. Drag Coefficient Cd compared to numerical and experimental results















1 28.21517001 27.9 27.9 28.0177402
40 1 .649240348 1.73 1.861 1 .8046 1.73 1.7881652








Table [6.1.22]. Drag Coefficient Cd compared to numerical and experimental results taken
from Churchill [23].
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For comparison in terms of pressure coefficient, Figures [6.1.23a], [6.1.23b] , and
[6. 1.23c] shows a good agreement with numerical result from Chang andMaxey [25] and
Fornberg [27] at /?e=40, 1000 and 5000.
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Numerical Solution by Fornberg B. /27/
000 Present Calculation






Numerical Solution byFornberg B. /27J
000 Present Calculation
Figure [6.1.23c]. Comparisons ofPressure
Distribution over Sphere at Re=5000.
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The Table [6.1.24] below indicates the amount of time it took to run the flow solver
in RITVAX environment. Approximately, 5-10 seconds ofC.P.U. time was attributed to the
reading and writing of data into ASCII format file which are inefficient when compared to a
binary file.







11x11x30 11x11x30 15x42x30 26160 48 54 22 (each full time step)
11x11x30 11x11x30 31x42x30 33720 105 167 55 (each full time step)
21x21x30 21x21x31 51x82x30 151920 830 756 158 (each full time step)
Table [6.1.24]. Run timefor Grid Generation, Potential Flow and Navier-Stokes
Calculations.
6.2 Ellipsoid
For ellipsoid, a computational field size of 9x9x30 in the North and South sections and
21x34x30 in the Central section were used in this investigation. The yz-plane grid generated
for this mesh size is shown in Figure [6.2.2a] and Figure [6.2.2b]. The 3D view is shown in
Figure [6.2.2c]. Similar to sphere's flow calculations, potential flow is solved as to be used
as initial flow condition for the viscous flow. The potential flow solution is shown in Figure
[6.2.3a] and Figure [6.2.3b].
Reynolds number ofRe=\Q, 100, 500, and 1000 were calculated. The angle of attack is
zero. The flow is from bottom to top, indicated in all the velocity vectors plots.
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Figure [6.2.2a]. Cross-Sectional grid ofan ellipsoid at yzplane.
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Figure [6.2.2b]. Zoomed-In View ofan ellipsoid at yz plane.
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Figure [6.2.2c]. Perspective 3D grid ofan ellipsoid at every
5'
coordinate surface.
The grid colors represent the partitioning of the North, South and Central regions.








































-0.5 0 0.5 1
Figure [6.2.3b]. Zoomed-In View ofPotential Flow Solution on an ellipsoid. Velocity
vectors are scaled 1:8.
Figures [6.2.4] through [6.4.7] shows the velocity profiles at Re=10, 50, 500, and 1000.
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Figure [6.2.4a]. Flow on an ellipsoid at, Re=10, T=2.0, At=0.01
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-1 -0.5 0 0 5 1
Figure [6.2.4b]. Zoomed-In View ofFlow on an ellipsoid at, Re=10, T=2.0, At=0.01
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Figure [6.2.5a]. Flow on an ellipsoid at, Re=50, T=2.0, At=0.01
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Figure [6.2.7c]. 3D Flow on an ellipsoid at, Re=1000, T=2.0, At=0.005
The pressure distribution at Re=lO, 50, 500,1000, and potential flow solution are
plotted in Figure [6.2.8]. Pressure distribution at /te=500 is compared against numerical
results byMasliyah and Epstein [24]. This is shown in Figure [6.2.9].
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Pressure Coefficient over the surface of an Ellipsoid of axis ratio 2:1
At yz-plane
I Rc=10 ^R50 Rc=500 Rc=1000 Potential Flow
angle (degrees)


















F/gwre [6.2.9]. Comparison ofPressure Distribution over Sphere atRe=500.
The drag coefficients taken from Chang, Liou, and Chern[33]aie compared and
tabulated at Table[6.2.10].






7 Conclusions and Recommendations
The main objectives of this thesis is to present an efficient solver for Navier-Stokes
Equations, to numerically investigate fluid flow at low, intermediate and high Reynolds and
to program a computer code for this numerical algorithm.
The body-fitted coordinate system provided a useful tool in generating grid flow
fields on sphere and ellipsoid. In addition, it is also applicable to generating arbitrary shaped
body. The physical flow region had been partitioned into three sub-regions to avoid
singularity problems and enhanced computer storage. Two-plane overlapping technique is
used to match interfaces for the three sub-regions. The matching of interfaces at every
iteration step resulted in more computational operations. However, efficient union of the
sub-
regions is suggested by Ghosh [14]. The procedure is to identify a continuous loop around
the body and apply periodic boundary conditions.
The numerical importance of artificial compressibility e parameter on the dependence
on grid geometry has been mentioned. For flow around sphere and ellipsoid, the parameter
given by Steger and Kutler [17] worked well in our test application. However, flow other
than these bodies has yet to be numerically tested.
Steady state solution has been acquired for flow about a sphere and ellipsoid at
various Reynolds numbers. At low and intermediate Reynolds numbers the numerical L.O.D.
scheme, ran smoothly at longer time interval and larger time step. However, at high Reynolds
number, the flow becomes unsteady resulting into numerical instability. Coordinate
contraction was not used at high Reynolds number due to sufficiency ofmesh points at the
boundary. The unstable results that were obtained at high Reynolds numbers for sphere were
found to be due to the following reasons. First, the grid's aspect ratio were far from 1:1 ratio.
More grid points had to be constructed in order to maintain a good aspect ratio and avoid
severe mesh skewness. Severe skewness introduces truncation error in finite-difference
expressions (Mastin (1982) [22]). Furthermore, too much coordinate contraction may cause
grid overlapping. Secondly, with too many mesh points concentrated near the body surface,
there is possibility of creating
sparse grid spacing on the flow field region especially
downstream where vortices periodically moves out towards the open outflow. As the
numerical results indicated, errors propagated near the remote boundary at longer time
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intervals. Due to it's chaotic and unsteady nature (which is based on physics) at moderate and
high Reynolds numbers, Neumann type of boundary condition is usually used for an open
outflow condition. As proposed by Toumbolides [21], Neumann type boundary condition on
the velocity and Dirichlet type boundary condition on pressure can be imposed at the remote
boundary. Thirdly, fractional time splitting methods are first-order accurate in time having
poor temporal accuracy and therefore insufficient to represent an unsteady flow behavior.
Perot [34] analyzed the fractional step method and developed a generalized block LU
decomposition allowing arbitrarily high temporal order of accuracy. Flow about sphere and
ellipsoid at low, intermediate and high Reynolds number has been found to compare well
with the existing analytical, experimental and numerical results.
The L.O.D. scheme proved to be a fast, efficient and partly iterative numerical
algorithm for solving viscous, incompressible Navier-Stokes Equations. The grid generation
for 1 lxl 1x30 and 15x42x30 sphere took 48 seconds to converge to 10"5. The potential flow
took 54 seconds to converge to the above accuracy. For Navier-Stokes calculation, the
intermediate velocity components took an average of 4 iterations to converge to 10"5. On the
other hand, the intermediate pressure took an average of 8 iterations of same accuracy
criteria. This may be due to the required prescription of the pressure boundary values at each
iteration step. Each iteration on the intermediate velocity components and intermediate
pressure is about 3 seconds.
The presented L.O.D. scheme can be extended to an internal flow application.
Although the application is straight forward, it is expected to have numerical instability if e
parameter is not properly applied. Furthermore, the use of body-fitted coordinate approach no
longer applies for internal flow. Other three-dimensional grid generation techniques for
internal flow have to be used.
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APPENDIXA
SOME COMMON DERIVATIVE EQUATIONS TRANSFORMED IN p,v,g SPACE
This appendix contains different operational relationships in the physical space D and
the transformed space 9?with boundaries 3 D and 39? respectively.










The transformation relations can be developed by application of the chain rule of






. By chain rule
ox ay oz
of differentiation becomes,
dx dx dp dx dv dx dg
dy dy dp dy dv dy dg
dz dz dp dz dv dz dg
Interchanging x and p, y and v and z and g becomes,
<^_dx_<)f_ dx_df_ a*^f
dp dp dx dp dx dp dx
^_axc}f dx_fy_ axcjf










The solution of the above equation for -^-
,
-7-
, and with Cramer's rule gives the
dx dy dz


















where / and fi are defined below.
For the forward transformation T which maps (x, y,z) space into {p,v,g) space, the











Whereas, for the inverse transformation
T"1
which maps (p,v,g) space into (x,y,z)









It can be easily verified that,MJ
= 1
For use throughout this appendix, some definitions are given as follows
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f(x, y, z,t) twice continuously differentiable scalar functions of x, y, z,t
P(x,y,z) = f/^jt.y.z) + ]F2(x,y,z) + k~F3(x,y,z) a continuously
differentiable vector function of x, y, z
I,],k are unit vectors along x,y,z directions.
By cofactor of an element ij of the matrix [Jy] (i, j = 1,2,3)
Accordingly,




dy dz dy dz
dg dp dp dg
dy dz dy dz
dp dv dv dp
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Unit Normals




Accordingly, the unit normal to the surface p(x, y, z) = constant is given by
n"
= %L = A/ + AJ + fist





+ A2; + fiA
32|Vv| Va22 + A22 + fi
g(x,y,z) = constant




+ A23 + A23
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Vector components normal to surface of constant p,v,g :
p = n,.p =
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C THIS PROGRAM CONSTRUCTS A SMOOTH TRANSFORMATION OF THE REGION
C ABOUT A BODY BOUNDED BY A CYLINDER AND TWO HEMISPHERICAL CAPS.
C A MORE GENERAL REGION CAN BE HANDLED BY PROJECTING THE MESH POINTS
C ON THIS BODY TO THE DESIRED BODY.
C THE REGION IS PARTITIONED INTO THREE SUBREGIONS, REFERRED TO AS THE
C NORTH, SOUTH, AND CENTRAL REGIONS.
C XN, YN, ZN ARE COORDINATES OF POINTS IN THE NORTH REGION.
C XS, YS, ZS ARE COORDINATES OF POINTS IN THE SOUTH REGION.
C XC, YC, ZC ARE COORDINATES OF POINTS IN THE CENTRAL REGION.





, L=9 , LC=21 ,M=9 ,MC=34 ,N=30
DIMENSION XN(L,M,N) ,YN(L,M,N) ,ZN(L,M,N)
DIMENSION XS(L,M,N) ,YS(L,M,N) ,ZS(L,M,N)
DIMENSION XC(LC,MC,N) ,YC(LC,MC,N) ,ZC(LC,MC,N)
DATA OMEGA, ITA, ERROR/1 . 8 , 1000, 0.0001/
C** THIS PROGRAM GENERATES THE COORDINATES FOR AN ELLIPSOID
C** R IS THE RADIUS OF THE CYLINDRICAL SURFACE AT INFINITY
C** RADIUS OF THE CYLINDRICAL SURFACE AT THE BODY IS 0 . 5
C** AXISX,AXISY,AXISZ ARE THE HALF AXES OF THE ELLIPSOID
DATA R,AXISX,AXISY,AXISZ/2.5,0.5,0.5,1.0/
C L,M,AND N ARE THE MESH DIMENSIONS IN THE NORTH AND SOUTH REGIONS
C LC,MC,AND N ARE THE MESH DIMENSIONS IN THE CENTRAL REGION
C ITA IS THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS





C COORDINATES ON THE BODY AND AT INFINITY ARE ASSIGNED
DO 5 I = 1,L
A = I
U = (2.*A-AL-1.) 12.
DO 10 J = 1,M
B = J
V = (2.*B-BM-1.) 12.
D = SQRT(U**2+V**2)
IF(D.EQ.O.O) D = 1.0
PHI = PI*AMAX1(ABS(U)/(AL-1.) ,ABS(V)/ (BM-1.) )













C INITIAL COORDINATES OF
INTERIOR POINTS OF PHYSICAL REGION ARE
C ASSIGNED BY INTERPOLATION


















XS ( I , J , 1 )


















DO 20 I = 2,LCM1
A = I
AL = LC
RI = (A-2 . ) / (AL-3 . )
R2 = (AL-A-1 . ) / (AL-3 . )
DO 25 K = 1,N
C = K
























AXINTX=AXISX+R* (C-l . ) / (CN-1 . )
AXINTY=AXISY+R* (C-l . ) / (CN-1 . )
AXINTZ=AXISZ+R* (C-l . ) / (CN-1 . )
DO 101 1 =1, L
DO 102 J=1,M
RHO=SQRT(XN(I,J,K)**2+YN(I,J,K)**2+ZN(I,J,K)**2)









= R1*ZS (1, J,K)+R2*ZN(L,J,K)
M,J1
= R1*XS (J-M+1,M,K) +R2*XN(L+M-J,M,K)
= R1*YS (J-M+1,M,K) +R2*YN(L+M-J,M,K)





= R1*XS(2*L+2*M-J-2,1,K)+ R2*XN (J-L-2*M+3 , 1 ,K)
= R1*YS(2*L+2*M-J-2,1,K)+ R2*YN (J-L-2*M+3 , 1 ,K)
= R1*ZS(2*L+2*M-J-2,1,K)+ R2*ZN (J-L-2*M+3 , 1 ,K)
YS ( I , J , K ) =AXINTY*YS ( I , J , K ) /RHO








ZC(I, J,K)=AXINTZ*ZC(I, J,K) /RHO
111 CONTINUE
105 CONTINUE
C ITNO IS THE ITERATION NUMBER
DO 50 ITNO = 1,ITA
DMAX =0.0
CALL ITERAT (XN,YN,ZN, OMEGA, L,M,N, DMAX, 0)
CALL ITERAT(XS,YS,ZS, OMEGA, L,M,N, DMAX, 0)
CALL IFACE1(XN,XC,XS,L,M,N,LC,MC)
CALL IFACE1(YN,YC,YS,L,M,N,LC,MC)
CALL IFACE1 (ZN, ZC, ZS , L,M,N, LC,MC)
CALL ITERAT (XC,YC,ZC, OMEGA, LC,MC,N, DMAX, 1)
CALL IFACE2(XN,XC,XS,L,M,N,LC,MC)
CALL IFACE2(YN,YC,YS,L,M,N,LC,MC)
CALL IFACE2 (ZN, ZC, ZS , L,M,N, LC,MC)






IF (DMAX. LT. ERROR) GO TO 99
50 CONTINUE
99 CONTINUE
c WRITE (10) ( ( (XN(I,J,K) ,YN(I,J,K) ,ZN(I,J,K) ,I=1,L) ,J=1,M) ,K=1,N)
C WRITE (10) ( ( (XS(I,J,K) ,YS(I,J,K) ,ZS(I,J,K) ,I=1,L) ,J=1,M) ,K=1,N)






























write (2,*) ( ( (XN(I, J,K) , YN(I, J,K) , ZN(I, J,K)
1 ,1=1, L) , J=1,M) ,K=1,N)
write (3,*) ( ( (XS (I, J,K) , YS (I, J,K) , ZS (I, J,K)
1
,1=1, L) ,J=1,M) ,K=1,N)
write (4,*) ( ( (XC (I, J,K) , YC (I, J,K) , ZC (I, J,K)







SUBROUTINE ITERAT (X, Y, Z, OMEGA, L,M,N, DMAX, K)
C OMEGA IS THE RELAXATION FACTOR
C ERROR IS THE BOUND ON THE MAXIMUM ITERATION DIFFERENCE FOR
C CONVERGENCE
DIMENSION X(L,M,N) , Y(L,M,N), Z(L,M,N)






DO 15 13= 2,NM1
I3M1 = 13-1
I3P1 = 13+1
F3=-0.*EXP(-ABS (FLOAT (13-2) ) )
F3 = 0.0
DO 10 12 = 2,MM1
I2M1 = 12-1
I2P1 = 12+1
IF(K.EQ.O) GO TO 7
IN CENTRAL REGION 12=1 AND I2=MM1 SURFACES ARE IDENTIFIED
IF(I2.EQ.2) I2M1 = MM1
IF(I2.EQ.MM1) I2P1 = 2
CONTINUE
DO 5 II = 2,LM1
I1P1 = 11+1
I1M1 = 11-1
XTEMP = X( II, 12, 13)
YTEMP = Y( II, 12, 13)
ZTEMP = Z (II, 12, 13)
X1=(X(I1P1,I2,I3)-X(I1M1,I2,I3) )/2.0
X2=(X(I1,I2P1,I3)-X(I1,I2M1,I3) ) /2 . 0
X3=(X(I1,I2,I3P1)-X(I1,I2,I3M1) )/2.0






X11=X ( I1P1 , 12 , 13 ) +X ( I1M1 , 12 , 13 ) -2 . *X ( II , 12 , 13 )





X33=X ( II , 12 , 13P1 ) +X ( II , 12 , 13M1 ) -2 . *X ( II , 12 , 13 )

































C23 =DX2 *DX3 +DY2 *DY3 +DZ2 *DZ3
C33=DX3**2+DY3**2+DZ3**2
AJ = X1*(Y2*Z3-Z2*Y3)-X2*(Y1*Z3-Y3*Z1)+X3*(Y1*Z2-Y2*Z1)
CF = 0.5*OMEGA/ (C11+C22+C33 )







1 +C22*Z22+2 . *C23*Z23+C33*Z33+ (F1*Z1+F2*Z2+F3*Z3) *AJ**2)
DIF = ABS(XTEMP-X(I1,I2,I3) ) +ABS (YTEMP-Y ( II , 12 , 13 ) )
1 +ABS(ZTEMP-Z(I1,I2,I3) )




c WRITE (6, 3 00) DMAX
C3 00 FORMAT (F10. 6)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE IFACE1 (FN, FC, FS, L,M,N, LC,MC)
C FUNCTION VALUES AT (I,J,K) FOR 1=1 AND I=LC ARE ASSIGNED ACCORDING
C TO THE IDENTIFICATION OF THE BOUNDARY POINTS IN THE CENTRAL
C COMPUTATIONAL REGION WITH POINTS IN THE NORTH AND SOUTH REGIONS
DIMENSION FN(L,M,N) ,FS(L,M,N) ,FC(LC,MC,N)
DO 10 K = 1,N
JMIN = 2
JMAX = M-l








































Q*********************************** * ********** ***************
SUBROUTINE IFACE2 ( FN , FC , FS , L , M , N , LC , MC )
C FUNCTION VALUES AT (I,J,K) FOR 1=1 , I=L, J=l , J=M ARE ASSIGNED
C ACCORDING TO THE IDENTIFICATION OF THE BOUNDARY POINTS IN THE
C NORTH AND SOUTH REGIONS WITH POINTS IN THE CENTRAL REGION
DIMENSION FN(L,M,N) ,FS(L,M,N) ,FC(LC,MC,N)
DO 10 K = 1,N
DO 15 I = 1,LC























, L=9 ,M=9 ,N=3 2 , LC=21 ,MC=34 ,NC=19
PARAMETER
CN='ellp01'
DIMENSION XN(L,M,N) ,YN(L,M,N) ,ZN(L,M,N)
DIMENSION XS(L,M,N) ,YS(L,M,N) ,ZS(L,M,N)
DIMENSION XC(LC,MC,N) ,YC(LC,MC,N) ,ZC(LC,MC,N)
DIMENSION UN(L,M,N) ,VN(L,M,N) ,WN(L,M,N)
DIMENSION US (L,M,N) , VS (L,M,N) ,WS (L,M,N)
DIMENSION UC(LC,MC,N) ,VC(LC,MC,N) ,WC(LC,MC,N)
DIMENSION PN(L,M,N) , PS (L,M,N) , PC (LC,MC,N)
dimension a(L,M,N) ,b(L,M,N) ,c (LC,MC,N)
DIMENSION coefml (NC,L,M,N) ,coefm2 (NC,L,M,N) , coefm3 (NC,LC,MC,N)
DATA COSALP , COSBET , COSGAM/ 0 . , 0 . , 1 . /
DATA ITA, SIGMA, VMAX/600, 1.8, .00001/




CALL COEF1 (a,xn,yn, zn, L,M,N, COSALP, COSBET, COSGAM)
CALL COEF2 (xn,yn, zn,L,M,N, 1, coefml, NC)
CALL COEF1 (b,xs,ys, zs,L,M,N, COSALP, COSBET, COSGAM)
CALL COEF2 (xs,ys, zs , L, M,N, 2 , coefm2 ,NC)
CALL COEF1 (c,xc,yc, zc , LC,MC,N, COSALP, COSBET, COSGAM)
CALL COEF2 (xc,yc, zc,LC,MC,N,3 , coefm3 ,NC)
DO 50 1=1, ITA
PDIF=0.0
CALL POTN (a, L,M,N, SIGMA, PDIF, coefml, NC)
CALL POTN (b,L,M,N, SIGMA, PDIF, coefm2,NC)
CALL IFACEl(a,c,b,L,M,N,LC,MC)
CALL POTN ( c , LC , MC , N , SIGMA, PDIF , coefm3 , NC )
CALL IFACE2 (a, C ,b, L,M,N, LC,MC)
if (mod(i,5) .eq.0) WRITE(6,177) I, PDIF
177 FORMAT(1X,I10,15X,F10.6)
C**











CALL INITL2 (COSALP, COSBET, COSGAM, L,M,N, UN,VN,WN, PN,
coefml ,NC)
CALL INITLl(b,US,VS,WS,L,M,N)
CALL INITL2 (COSALP , COSBET , COSGAM ,
L , M, N , US , VS , WS , PS , coefm2 , NC )
CALL INITL1(C,UC,VC,WC,LC,MC,N)
CALL INITL2(COSALP, COSBET, COSGAM, LC,MC,N,UC,VC,WC,
PC, coefm3,NC)
CALL IFACE1(UN,UC,US,L,M,N,LC,MC)
CALL IFACE2 (UN, UC, US , L ,M,N, LC,MC)
CALL IFACE1(VN,VC,VS,L,M,N,LC,MC)
CALL IFACE2 (VN, VC , VS , L,M,N, LC,MC)
CALL IFACE1(WN,WC,WS,L,M,N,LC,MC)
CALL IFACE2 (WN,WC,WS,L,M,N,LC,MC)
CALL IFACE1 (PN, PC , PS , L,M,N, LC,MC)
CALL IFACE2 (PN, PC , PS , L,M,N, LC ,MC)
call POTWRITE(l,m,n, lc,mc,FN,
1 UN,VN,WN,US,VS,WS,UC,VC,WC,PN,PS,PC)





SUBROUTINE COEF1 (aa , X, y , z , LI , Ml , N , COSALP , COSBET , COSGAM)




c THE COORDINATES OF THE MESH POINTS IN THE PHYSICAL PLANE
C ARE READ IN TO XYZ
DO 30 11=1, LI
DO 40 12=1,Ml






















subroutine coef2 (x,y, z, ll,ml,n,k, coefm,NC)
DIMENSION coefm(NC,Ll,Ml,N)










IF(K.NE.3) GO TO 7
IF(I2.EQ.2) I2M1 = MM1
IF(I2.EQ.MM1) I2P1 = 2
CONTINUE
DO 13 13=2, NM1
I3P1 =13+1
I3M1 =13-1




























+X ( I1M1 , 12 , 13 ) -2 . *X ( II , 12 , 13 )
+Y ( I1M1 , 12 , 13 ) -2 . *Y ( II , 12 , 13 )
+Z(I1M1,I2,I3)-2.*Z(I1,I2,I3)
+X ( II , I2M1 , 13 ) -2 . *X ( II , 12 , 13 )
+Y ( II , I2M1 , 13 ) -2 . *Y ( II , 12 , 13 )































C IF (DZ3.EQ.0.0) PRINT* ,
' B33= '
, DZ3 , II , 12 , 13 , K
C11=DX1**2+DY1**2+DZ1**2
C12=DX1*DX2+DY1*DY2+DZ1*DZ2
C13 =DX1 *DX3 +DY1 *DY3 +DZ1 *DZ3
C22=DX2**2+DY2**2+DZ2**2
C23 =DX2 *DX3 +DY2 *DY3 +DZ2 *DZ3
C3 3=DX3**2+DY3**2+DZ3**2
AJ = X1*(Y2*Z3-Z2*Y3)-X2* (Y1*Z3-Y3 *Z1 ) +X3
* (Y1*Z2-Y2*Z1 )
C AJ=DY1*Y1 + DY2*Y2 + DY3*Y3
C AJ=DZ1*Z1 + DZ2*Z2 + DZ3*Z3
C DEL2X=Cll*Xll+2 . *C12*X12+2 . *C13 *X13+C22*X22+2 . *C23 *X23+C33 *X33
C DEL2Y=Cll*Yll+2 . *C12*Y12+2 . *C13 *Y13+C22*Y22+2 . *C23 *Y23+C33 *Y33
C DEL2Z=C11*Z11+2.*C12*Z12+2.*C13*Z13+C22*Z22+2.*C23*Z23+C3 3*Z33
C Fl=- (DX1*DEL2X+DY1*DEL2Y+DZ1*DEL2Z) / (AJ**3 )
C F2=-(DX2*DEL2X+DY2*DEL2Y+DZ2*DEL2Z) / (AJ**3)
C F3=- (DX3*DEL2X+DY3*DEL2Y+DZ3*DEL2Z) / (AJ**3)
C IF( (13 .EQ.2) .OR. (13 .EQ.NM1) ) F1=0 .
C IF( (13 -EQ.2) .OR. (13 .EQ.NM1) ) F2=0.
c IF( (I3.EQ.2) -OR. (I3.EQ.NM1) ) F3=-8000 . *EXP (-ABS (FLOAT (13-2 )) )
C IF( (I3.EQ.2) .OR. (I3.EQ.NM1) ) F3=0.
C IF(K.GT.l) GO TO 158
C WRITE (6,160) 11,12,13, DX1 , DY1 , DZ1 , DX2 , DY2 , DZ2 , DX3 , DY3 , DZ3 , DEL2X,
C 1DEL2Y,DEL2Z,AJ,F1,F2,F3
c 158 CONTINUE
c 160 FORMAT (//5X, 'AT
I=',I3,' J=',I3,'
K=',I3,'THE DX1 , DY1 , DZ1 , DX2 , DY2
'
c 1, 'DZ2,DX3,DY3,DZ3,DEL2X,DEL2Y,DEL2Z,AJ,F1,F2,F3 VALUES ARE





















coefm(17, il, 12,,13) =F1







SUBROUTINE INITL1 (xl , x2 ,y2 , z2 , L,M,N)




DO 105 13=2, NM2
DO 105 12=2, MM1
DO 105 11=2, LM1









SUBROUTINE INITL2 (COSALP, COSBET, COSGAM, LI , Ml ,N, UU,W, WW, pp,
1 coefm,NC)
C THE INITIAL VELOCITY AND PRESSURE VALUE ARE COMPUTED FROM
C THE POTENTIAL FLOW SOLUTION
DIMENSION coefm(NC,Ll,Ml,N)





DO 111 11=2, LM1
I1P1 = 11 + 1
I1M1 = 11-1
DO 112 12=2, MM1
I2P1 = 12 + 1
I2M1 = 12-1
DO 113 13 == 2,NM2
I3P1 = 13 + 1
I3M1 = 13-1
DX1= coefm(l, 11, 12, 13)
DX2 = coefm(2 , 11 , 12, 13)
DX3 = coefm(3 , 11, 12,.13)
DY1 = coefm(4, 11, 12, 13)
DY2 = coefm(5, 11, 12,.13)
DY3 = coefm(6, 11, 12,,13)
DZ1 = coefm(7 , 11, 12,,13)
DZ2 = coefm(8, 11,12,,13)





Ul = (DX1*P1+DX2*P2+DX3*P3) /AJ






















SUBROUTINE INITL3 (LI ,M1 ,N, UUU, VW, WWW, PPP)
C THE INITIAL VELOCITY AND PRESSURE VALUE ARE COMPUTED FROM
C THE POTENTIAL FLOW SOLUTION





PRESSURE FROM BERNOULLI'S EQUATION
DO 107 II = 2,LM1
DO 108 12 = 2,MM1
DO 109 13 = 2,NM1
PPP(I1,I2,I3) = 0.5*(1.-(UUU(I1,I2,I3)**2+
**2+WWW(Il,I2,I3)**2) )1 VW(I1,I2,,13) **2-i-
109 CONTINUE
C UUU (11, 12,,2) = 0..0
c VW(I1,I2,,2) = 0..0





SUBROUTINE POTWRITE (l,m,n,lc,mc, fname ,
1 UN,VN,WN,US,VS,WS,UC,VC,WC,PN,PS,PC)
c writes uvwp variables IN ASCII FILES
character fname* 5
DIMENSION UN(L,M,N) ,VN(L,M,N) ,WN(L,M,N)
DIMENSION US(L,M,N) ,VS(L,M,N) ,WS(L,M,N)
DIMENSION UC(LC,MC,N) ,VC(LC,MC,N) ,WC(LC,MC,N)








































































































































































WRITE(2,fmt=*) ( ( (WC(I,J,K) , 1=1, LC) ,J=1,MC) ,K=1,N)
close (2)
C** PRESSURE

















































SUBROUTINE POTN (phi , LI , Ml , N, SIGMA, PDIF , coefm, NC )
C** phi indicates potential function






DO 207 11=1, LI
DO 208 12=1,Ml





c WRITE (6, 40)
DO 201 11=2, LM1
C COEFFICIENTS ARE READ IN FOR EACH II PLANE
C 40 FORMAT (/2X, 'READ CALLED IN POTN')
I1M1 =11-1
I1P1 =11+1
DO 202 12=2, MM1
I2P1 =12+1
I2M1 =12-1
C IF(K.NE.3) GO TO 7
C IF(I2.EQ.MM1) I2P1 = 2
C IF (12. EQ.2) I2M1 = MM1
C 7 CONTINUE


















C ZERO NORMAL DERIVATIVE ON SURFACE 13=2
IF(I3.EQ.2) phi
(11,12,13)= (1/3 . )
*




phi(Il,I2,2)= (1/3 . )





C 1 PHI(I1,I2M1,2) )
C IF (13. EQ.2) phi(Il,I2,I3)=phi(Il,I2,I3Pl)+( (C13*P1+C23*P2 ) /C33 )
C IF (13. EQ.2) phi(Il,I2,I3)=phi(Il,I2,I3Ml)-( (C13 *P1+C23 *P2 ) /C3 3 )
C Central Differencing
C IF(I3.EQ.2) phi(Il,I2,I3)= (4 . /3 . ) *phi (II , 12 , I3P1 )
-
C 1 (l-/3.)*phi(Il,I2,I3P2)+(l./3.)*( (C13*P1+C23*P2)/C33)
C FOUR-POINT FORMULA




IF (13. EQ.2) GO TO 219
P3=(phi(Il,I2,I3Pl)-
phi(Il,I2,I3Ml) )/2.0
Pll= phi(HPl,I2,I3)+ phi(HMl,I2,I3)-2.* phi (II, 12 , 13 )
P22= phi(Il,I2Pl,I3)+ phi(Il,I2Ml,I3)-2.* phi (II, 12 , 13 )
P33= phi(Il,I2,I3Pl)+ phi(Il,I2,I3Ml)-2.* phi (II , 12 , 13 )
P12=( phi(HPl,I2Pl,I3)+ phi(HMl,I2Ml,I3)- phi (I1P1 , 12M1, 13 ) -
1 phi(HMl,I2Pl,I3) ) /4.0
P13=( phi(HPl,I2,I3Pl)+ phi(HMl,I2,I3Ml)- phi (I1P1, 12 , 13M1)
-
1 phi(HMl,I2,I3Pl) ) /4.0
P23=( phi(Il,I2Pl,I3Pl)+ phi(Il,I2Ml,I3Ml)- phi (II , I2P1 , I3M1) -
1 phi(Il,I2Ml,I3Pl) )/4.0
DEL2P=Cll*Pll+2 . *C12*P12+2 . *C13 *P13+C22*P22+2 . *C23 *P23+C3 3 *P3 3
1 +(F1*P1+F2*P2+F3*P3) *AJ**2
C**
PCOEF = SIGMA/ (2.*(C11+C22+C33) )
C SOR ITERATION FOR SOLUTION OF LAPLACE EQUATION
phi(il,i2,i3) = phi (il, i2, i3) +PCOEF*DEL2P
219 CONTINUE
DIF=ABS (phi (11,12,13) -PTEMP)






C** NAVIER STOKES CALCULATION
C nscalc.for
COMMON/WW/MAXITN , ERRMAX , DELT , LC , MC
COMMON /ERMVEL/ERNU, ERSU, ERCU, ERNV, ERSV, ERCV, ERNW, ERSW, ERCW
COMMON/ERMPR/ERNP , ERSP , ERCP
PARAMETER LMIN=9





, NTOM=MAX0 ( LMAX , MMAX , NMAX )
dimension PP (NTOM) ,QQ(NTOM) ,RR(NTOM)
DIMENSION UNI (LMIN,MMIN,NMAX) , VN1 (LMIN,MMIN,NMAX) ,
1 WN1 (LMIN,MMIN,NMAX) , PN1 (LMIN,MMIN, NMAX)
DIMENSION UN2 (LMIN,MMIN,NMAX) ,VN2 (LMIN , MMIN , NMAX ) ,
1 WN2 (LMIN,MMIN, NMAX) , PN2 (LMIN,MMIN, NMAX)
DIMENSION US1(LMIN, MMIN, NMAX) ,VS1 (LMIN,MMIN, NMAX) ,
1 WS1(LMIN,MMIN, NMAX) , PS1 (LMIN,MMIN, NMAX)
DIMENSION US2 (LMIN,MMIN, NMAX) ,VS2 (LMIN,MMIN, NMAX) ,
1 WS2 (LMIN,MMIN, NMAX) , PS2 (LMIN,MMIN, NMAX)
DIMENSION UC1 ( LMAX , MMAX , NMAX ) ,VC1 ( LMAX , MMAX , NMAX ) ,
1 WC1 (LMAX,MMAX, NMAX) , PCI (LMAX,MMAX, NMAX)
DIMENSION UC2 (LMAX , MMAX , NMAX ) ,VC2 ( LMAX , MMAX , NMAX ) ,
1 WC2 (LMAX, MMAX, NMAX) , PC2 (LMAX, MMAX, NMAX)
DIMENSION coefml (NC, LMIN,MMIN, NMAX) , coefm2 (NC, LMIN,MMIN, NMAX) ,
1 coefm3 (NC, LMAX, MMAX, NMAX)
DIMENSION UN (LMIN,MMIN, NMAX) ,VN (LMIN,MMIN, NMAX) ,
1 WN (LMIN,MMIN, NMAX ) , PN (LMIN,MMIN, NMAX)
DIMENSION US (LMIN,MMIN, NMAX) ,VS (LMIN,MMIN, NMAX) ,
1 WS (LMIN,MMIN, NMAX ), PS (LMIN,MMIN, NMAX)
DIMENSION UC (LMAX,MMAX, NMAX ) ,VC(LMAX, MMAX, NMAX) ,
1 WC (LMAX,MMAX, NMAX ), PC (LMAX,MMAX, NMAX)
dimension XN(LMIN, MMIN, NMAX) ,YN (LMIN,MMIN, NMAX) , ZN (LMIN,MMIN, NMAX)
dimension XS (LMIN,MMIN, NMAX) ,YS (LMIN,MMIN, NMAX) , ZS (LMIN,MMIN, NMAX)
dimension XC (LMAX,MMAX, NMAX) ,YC (LMAX,MMAX, NMAX) , ZC ( LMAX , MMAX , NMAX )
DIMENSION AN (LMIN,MMIN) , BN (LMIN,MMIN) , CN(LMIN,MMIN) , DN (LMIN,MMIN)
1 , EN (LMIN,MMIN)
DIMENSION AS (LMIN,MMIN) , BS (LMIN,MMIN) , CS (LMIN,MMIN) , DS (LMIN,MMIN)
1 ,ES (LMIN,MMIN)
DIMENSION AC (LMAX,MMAX) , BC ( LMAX , MMAX ) , CC (LMAX, MMAX) , DC (LMAX , MMAX )
1 , EC (LMAX,MMAX)
CHARACTER FN1*5
CHARACTER FN2*5











C** CHANGE THE ABOVE VALUE DEPENDING ON THE NO. OF TIME STEPS SOLN. HAS PASSED
C**
CALL COORDXYZ (CNAME, L,M, N, LC , MC , XN, YN, ZN, XS , YS , ZS , XC , YC , ZC )
CALL COEF2 (xn,yn, zn,L,M,N, 1, coefml, NC)
CALL COEF2 (xs,ys, zs , L,M,N, 2 , coefm2 ,NC)
CALL COEF2 (xc ,yc
, zc , LC ,MC,N, 3 , coefm3 ,NC)
Call READUVWP(l,m,n,lc,mc,FNl,
1 UN1,VN1,WN1,US1,VS1,WS1,UC1,VC1,WC1,PN1,PS1,PC1)
C Call READCOEFM(l,m,n,lc,mc,nc, coefml, coefm2, coefm3)
CALL DIVER(L,M,N, 1,NC, coefml,UNI, VN1,WN1)
CALL DIVER (L,M,N, 2, NC , coefm2 ,US1 , VS1 , WS1 )
CALL DIVER (LC , MC , N, 3 , NC , coefm3 , UC1 , VC1 , WC1 )




101 FORMAT(////10X, 'THE FOLLOWING IS THE RUN FOR T=
'
,
F10 . 5 , 3X,
* 'R='
,F10.2///)
CALL TRANSFER (L , M, N, LC , MC , UNI , US1 , UC1 , UN2 , US2 , UC2 )
CALL TRANSFER (L , M, N, LC , MC , VN1 , VS1 , VC1 , VN2 , VS2 , VC2 )
CALL TRANSFER ( L , M , N , LC , MC , WN1 , WS 1 , WCl , WN2 , WS2 , WC2 )





CALL NSAPI (XS,YS,ZS,US,VS,WS,PS,L,M,N,2, 1ST, PP, QQ, RR,NTOM,
1 NC,coefm2,USl,VSl,WSl,US2,VS2,WS2,R)
CALL NSAPI(XC,YC,ZC,UC,VC,WC,PC,LC,MC,N,3,IST,PP,QQ,RR,NTOM,
1 NC , coefm3 , UC1 , VC1 , WCl , UC2 , VC2 , WC2 , R)
ITC=ITN
102 FORMAT(//5X, 'U,V,W CONVERGENCE ACHIEVED AT ITN=',I4//)
ERRU=AMAX1 (ERNU, ERNV, ERNW, ERSU, ERSV, ERSW, ERCU, ERCV, ERCW)
CALL IFACE1(UN2,UC2,US2,L,M,N,LC,MC)
CALL IFACE2 (UN2 ,UC2 , US2 , L,M,N, LC,MC)
CALL IFACE1 (VN2 , VC2 , VS2 , L , M, N , LC , MC )
CALL IFACE2 (VN2 , VC2 , VS2 , L,M,N, LC,MC)
CALL IFACE1(WN2,WC2,WS2,L,M,N,LC,MC)
CALL IFACE2 (WN2 , WC2 , WS2 , L,M,N, LC,MC)
IF(ERRU.LE.ERRMAX) GO TO 3 6
C IF(ERRU.GT.50.0) GO TO 1000
27 CONTINUE
3 6 WRITE (6, 102) ITC
IF(IST.EQ.3) GO TO 34
C** transfer converge values U1,V1,W1 @ M+l/4 & M+l/2 ONLY
CALL TRANSFER (L,M,N, LC,MC,UN2 ,US2 ,UC2 , UNI,US1,UC1)
CALL TRANSFER (L,M,N, LC,MC , VN2 , VS2 , VC2 , VN1 , VS1 , VC1 )
CALL TRANSFER (L , M , N , LC , MC , WN2 , WS2 , WC2 , WN1 , WS 1 , WCl )
25 CONTINUE
34 CONTINUE




CALL NSASI (UN,VN,WN,PN,L,M,N, 1, 1ST, PP, QQ, RR,NTOM,




1 NC, coefm3,UC2,VC2,WC2, PCI, PC2)
ERPP=AMAX1 (ERNP , ERSP , ERCP )
C**
C** NEW POSITION OF BODYP
C** NO BODYP2 ITERATION IS USED
C**
IF(IST.EQ.6) THEN
CALL BODYP2 (PN, L,M,N, 1 , AN, BN, CN, DN, EN, PP, QQ, RR,NTOM,
1 NC,coefml,UN2,VN2,WN2,PN2,R)
CALL BODYP2 ( PS , L , M , N , 2 , AS , BS , CS , DS , ES , PP , QQ , RR , NTOM ,
1 NC,coefm2,US2,VS2,WS2,PS2,R)




103 FORMAT (/ /5X, 'PRES CONVERGENCE ACHIEVED AT ITN=',I4//)
ERRP=AMAX1 (ERNP , ERSP , ERCP )
CALL IFACE1 (PN2 , PC2 , PS2 , L,M,N, LC,MC)
CALL IFACE2 (PN2 , PC2 , PS2 , L,M,N, LC,MC)
C IF(ERRP.GT.50.0) GO TO 1000
IF(ERPP.GT.ERRMAX) GO TO 31
IF(ERRP.LE.ERRMAX) GO TO 3 7
31 CONTINUE
37 WRITE (6, 103) ITC
C** transfer converge values @ EACH TIME STEP. STORED TO PI
CALL TRANSFER (L , M,N, LC , MC , PN2 , PS2 , PC2 , PN1 , PS1 , PCI )
2 9 CONTINUE
WRITE (6, 52) T
52 FORMAT (//10X, 'PRESSURE CALCULATION COMPLETE @ P (M+1)
'
,
F10 . 5// ]
CALL NSAVI(L,M,N,NC, coefml,UNI,VN1 , WN1 ,UN2 , VN2 , WN2 , PN1 )
CALL NSAVI(L,M,N,NC,coefm2,USl,VSl,WSl,US2,VS2,WS2,PSl)
CALL NSAVI (LC,MC,N,NC,coefm3,UCl,VCl,WCl,UC2,VC2,WC2,PCl)
WRITE (6, 53) T
53 FORMAT (//8X, 'VELOCITIES @ (M+1) COMPLETE
FOR'
, F10 . 5// )
CALL RESET (L,M,N, UNI, VN1,WN1)
CALL RESET (L,M,N,US1 , VS1 , WS1 )
CALL RESET (LC,MC,N,UC1 , VC1 , WCl)
CALL IFACE1 (UNI , UC 1 , US 1 , L , M , N , LC , MC )
CALL IFACE2 (UNI ,UC1 ,US1 , L,M,N, LC,MC)
CALL IFACE1 (VN1 , VC 1 , VS 1 , L , M , N , LC , MC )
CALL IFACE2 (VN1 , VC1 , VS1 , L,M,N, LC,MC)
CALL IFACE1 (WN1 , WCl , WS1 , L,M,N, LC,MC)
CALL IFACE2 (WN1 , WCl , WS1 , L,M,N, LC,MC)
CALL IFACE1 ( PN1 , PCI , PS 1 , L , M , N , LC , MC )
CALL IFACE2 (PN1 , PCI , PS1 , L,M,N, LC,MC)
IF(NT.GE.STP) GO TO 1000
CALL DIVER (L,M,N,1,NC, coefml,UNI, VN1,WN1)
CALL DIVER (L,M,N, 2, NC, coefm2 , US1 , VS1 , WS1)
CALL DIVER (LC , MC , N, 3 , NC , coefm3 , UC1 , VC1 , WCl )
100 CONTINUE
1000 print*, 'error exceeded @ time step= ',T
c IF(NN.EQ.l) THEN










































SUBROUTINE COORDXYZ (CN, L,M,N, LC ,MC, XN, YN, ZN, XS , YS , ZS , XC , YC , ZC)
CHARACTER CN*7
DIMENSION XN(L,M,N) ,YN(L,M,N) ,ZN(L,M,N)
DIMENSION XS(L,M,N) ,YS(L,M,N) ,ZS(L,M,N)





























1 ,1=1, L) ,J=1,M) ,K=2,NM1)
read (3,*) ( ( (XS (I , J,K) , YS (I , J,K) , ZS (I , J,K)
1 ,1=1, L) ,J=1,M) ,K=2,NM1)
read (4,*) ( ( (XC (I, J,K) , YC (I , J,K) , ZC (I, J,K)





DO 30 11=1, L
DO 40 12=1, M





- XN ( II , 12 ,N-2 )
YN(I1,I2,N) = 2.*YN(I1,I2,NM1)
- YN ( II , 12 ,N-2 )
ZN(I1,I2,N) = 2.*ZN(I1,I2,NM1)





- XS (II , 12 ,N-2 )
YS(I1,I2,N) = 2.*YS(I1,I2,NM1)
- YS (II , 12 ,N-2 )
ZS(I1,I2,N) = 2.*ZS(I1,I2,NM1)
- ZS (II , 12 ,N-2 )
40 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE
DO 50 11=1, LC
DO 50 12=1,MC
C VALUES ON 13=1 AND I3=N ARE ASSIGNED BY EXTRAPOLATION
XC (II, 12,1) = 2.*XC(I1,I2,2)-XC(I1,I2,3)
YC (II, 12,1) = 2.*YC(I1,I2,2)-YC(I1,I2,3)
ZC(I1,I2,1) = 2.*ZC(I1,I2,2)-ZC(I1,I2,3)
XC(I1,I2,N) = 2.*XC(I1,I2,NM1)
- XC (II , 12 ,N-2 )
YC(I1,I2,N) = 2.*YC(I1,I2,NM1)
- YC (II , 12 ,N-2 )
ZC(I1,I2,N) = 2.*ZC(I1,I2,NM1)




SUBROUTINE DIVER (L,M,N, ILOOP,NC, COEFM,Ul , VI ,W1 )
COMMON/WW/MAXITN, ERRMAX , DELT , LC , MC
INTEGER L,M,N, ILOOP,NC, IDIV, JDIV, KDIV
INTEGER NM1,LM1,MM1,NM2
REAL UM,UV,UZ,VM,W,VZ,WM,WV,WZ,PMU,PNU,PZI
REAL Bll , B12 , B13 , B21 , B22 , B23 , B31 , B32 , B33 , AJ
DIMENSION U1(L,M,N) ,V1(L,M,N) ,W1(L,M,N) , COEFM (NC, L,M,N)
















VI (I, J, 1)
=2.*
VI (I, J,




C** THUS PMU,PNU & PZI VALUES ARE STORED
DO 152 K=3,NM2
DO 152 J=2,MM1













Bll=coefm(l, i, j ,k)
B12=coefm(2, i, j ,k)
B13=coefm(3, i, j ,k)
B21=coefm(4, i, j ,k)
B22=coefm(5, i, j ,k)
B23=coefm(6, i, j ,k)
B31=coefm(7, i, j ,k)
B32=coefm(8, i, j ,k)
B33=coefm(9,i, j ,k)















IF(ILOOP.EQ.l) WRITE (6, 316) ADMAX
IF(ILOOP.EQ.2) WRITE (6, 3 17) ADMAX




DIVERGENCE IN NORTH SECTION=
'
,
F10 . 5 )
317
FORMAT(//'
DIVERGENCE IN SOUTH SECTION=
'
,
F10 . 5 )
318 FORMAT
(//'




IF(ILOOP.EQ.l) WRITE (6, 3 19) IDIV, JDIV, KDIV
IF(ILOOP.EQ.2) WRITE (6, 320) IDIV, JDIV, KDIV
IF(ILOOP.EQ.3) WRITE (6, 321) IDIV, JDIV, KDIV
319 FORMAT
(//'
LOCATION IN THE NORTH=
'
, 14 , 14 , 14 )
320 FORMAT
(//'
LOCATION IN THE SOUTH=
'
, 14 , 14 , 14 )
321 FORMAT
(//'









, L,M,N, ILOOP, RES , BB, CC, DD, EE, PP
1 , QQ , RR , NTOM , NC , COEFM, U2 , V2 , W2 , P2 , R )
DIMENSION C(L,M,N) , U2 (L,M,N) ,V2 (L,M,N) ,W2 (L,M,N) , P2 (L,M,N)
DIMENSION PP(NTOM) ,QQ (NTOM) ,RR(NTOM) , COEFM (NC, L,M,N)
COMMON/WW/MAXITN , ERRMAX , DELT , LC , MC
DIMENSION RES(L,M) ,BB(L,M) , CC (L,M) , DD (L,M) ,EE(L,M)






CALCULATION OF L.H.S OF THOMAS ALGORITHM
DO 19 J=2,MM1













READ U, V, W
C ( I , J , 4 ) =2 . *U2 ( I , J , 2 ) -U2 ( I , J , 3 )
C { I , J , 5 ) = U2 ( I , J , 2 )
C(I,J,6)= U2 (I, J, 3)
C(I,J,7)= 2.*V2(I,J,2)- V2(I,J,3)
C(I,J,8)= V2 ( I , J , 2 )
C(I,J,9)= V2(I,J,3)
C(I,J,10)= 2.*W2 (I, J,
2)-
W2(I,J,3)
C(I,J,11)= W2 (I, J, 2)
C(I, J, 12)= W2 (I, J,3)
20 continue
C**
RHS OF THE THOMAS ALGORITHM IS DENOTED BY B(I,J)
C**















25* (C ( IP1 , JP1 , 5 ) -C ( IM1 , JP1 , 5 ) -C ( IP1 , JM1 , 5 ) +C ( IM1 , JM1 , 5 ) )
UMZ=.25*(C(IP1,J,6)-C(IM1,J,6)-C(IP1,J,4)+C(IM1,J,4))
UNZ=.25*(C(I,JP1,6)-C(I,JM1,6)-C(I,JP1,4)+C(I,JM1,4))
VMM=C ( IP1 , J , 8 ) +C ( IM1 ,J,8)-2.*C(I,J,8)
VNN=C ( I , JP1 , 8 ) +C ( I , JM1 , 8 ) -2 . *C ( I , J , 8 )
VZZ=C(I, J,9)+C(I, J,7)-2.*C(I, J, 8)
VMN=
.




25* (C ( I , JP1 , 9 ) -C ( I , JM1 , 9 ) -C ( I , JP1 , 7 ) +C ( I , JM1 , 7 ) )
WMM=C(IP1, J,11)+C(IM1, J,11)-2.*C(I, J, 11)
WNN=C ( I , JP1 , 11 ) +C ( I , JM1 , 11 ) -2 . *C ( I , J , 11 )
WZZ=C(I, J,12)+C(I,J,10)-2.*C(I, J, 11)
WMN=
. 2 5 * (C ( IP1 , JP1 , 1 1 ) -C ( IM1 , JP1 , 11 ) -C ( IP1 , JM1 , 11 ) +C ( IM1 , JM1 , 11 ) )
WMZ=.25*(C(IP1,J,12)-C(IM1,J,12)-C(IP1, J, 10 ) +C ( IM1 , J, 10) )
WNZ=
. 2 5* (C ( I , JP1 , 12 ) -C ( I , JM1 , 12 ) -C ( I , JP1 , 10 ) +C ( I , JM1 , 10 ) )
C0MU1= coefm(10,I, J, 2) *UMM
C0MV1= coefm(10,I, J, 2) *VMM
C0MW1= coefm(10, I, J, 2) *WMM
COMU2=2.*
coefm(14,I, J, 2) *UNZ
COMV2=2.*
coefm(14,I, J, 2) *VNZ
COMW2=2.*
coefm(14,I,J,2)*WNZ
c DEN=B(I, J, 7) **2 check alpha3 3?
DEL2U=(COMUl+COMU2) /coefm (15 , i , j ,2)
DEL2V=(COMVl+COMV2) /coefm(15, i, j ,2)
DEL2W=(COMWl+COMW2) / coefm ( 15 , i , j ,2)
FAC= coefm (3, I, J, 2) *DEL2U+ coefm ( 6 , I , J, 2 )
*
1 DEL2V+ coefm (9, I, J, 2) *DEL2W
C**
C** THIS IS TO TEST THE CASE OF NORMAL DERIVATIVE CONDITION
C** AFTER 20 TIME STEPS THIS IS REMOVED
C
* *
ROOT=3 (coefm (16, I, J, 2) )
ST=2.*FAC/ROOT
C IF(NT.GT.2) GO TO 24
C IF(ITN.NE.l) GO TO 24
C IF(ILOOP.NE.l) GO TO 24
C**
C WRITE(6,71) I, J,DEN,DEL2U,DEL2V,DEL2W,ROOT,FAC,ST,FT,TT
C**
71 FORMAT (216, 9F13. 6)
24 BB(I, J)=FT-ST+TT




C** CALCULATION OF L.H.S OF THOMAS ALGORITHM
DO 25 J=2,MM1




C** CALCULATION OF RHS
C** THE VALUE RES WHICH IS RETURNED BY TH0MI2 SUBROUTINE IS STORED INTO P2
DO 26 J=2,MM1
DO 26 1=2, LM1
26 C(I,J,1)=RES(I,J)
C** THUS P1,P2,P3,U1,U2,U3,V1,V2,V3,W1,W2,W3 ARE AVAILABLE FOR J-SWEEP
C**
C**
C WRITE (6, 72)
C**
C 72 FORMAT (//2X, 'JSWEEP IN BODYP : I , J, DEN, DEL2U, DEL2V, DEL2W, ROOT, FAC , ST
C 1,FT,TT')








* (C (IP1 , J, 1) -C (IM1 , J, 1) ) ) /
1 (3.*coefm(15,I, J, 2) )
TT=(4.*C(I,J,2)-C(I,J,3))/3.
UMM=C ( IP1 , J , 5 ) +C ( IM1 , J , 5 ) -2 . *C ( I , J , 5 )
UNN=C ( I , JP1 , 5 ) +C ( I , JM1 , 5 ) -2 . *C ( I , J , 5 )
UZZ=C (I,J,6)+C(I,J,4)-2.*C(I,J,5)
UMN=




25* (C ( I , JP1 , 6 ) -C ( I , JM1 , 6 ) -C ( I , JP1 , 4 ) +C ( I , JM1 , 4 ) )
VMM=C ( IP1 , J , 8 ) +C ( IM1 , J , 8 ) -2 . *C ( I , J , 8 )
VNN=C ( I , JP1 , 8 ) +C ( I , JM1 ,8)-2.*C(I,J,8)
VZZ=C (I,J,9)+C(I,J,7)-2.*C(I,J,8)
VMN=
. 2 5 * (C ( IP1 , JP1 , 8 ) -C ( IM1 , JP1 , 8 ) -C ( IP1 , JM1 , 8 ) +C ( IM1 , JM1 , 8 ) )
VMZ=.25*(C(IP1,J,9)-C(IM1,J,9)-C(IP1,J,7)+C(IM1,J,7) )
VNZ=






25* (C ( IP1 , JP1 , 11 ) -C ( IM1 , JP1 , 11 ) -C ( IP1 , JM1 , 11 ) +C ( IM1 , JM1 , 11 ) )
WMZ=.25*(C(IP1,J,12)-C(IM1,J,12)-C(IP1,J,10)+C(IM1,J,10) )
WNZ=.25*(C(I,JP1,12)-C(I,JM1,12)-C(I,JP1,10)+C(I,JM1,10))
COMUl= coefm(13,i, j,2) *UNN
COMVl= coefm ( 13, i, j,2)*VNN
COMWl= coefm ( 13, i, j ,2) *WNN
COMU2=2.*
coefm(12,i, j,2)*UMZ
COMV2=2.* coefm ( 12, i, j,2)*VMZ
COMW2=2.* coefm (12, i, j ,2) *WMZ
c DEN=B(I,J,7)**2
DEL2U=(COMUl+COMU2) /coefm (15, i, j ,2)
DEL2V= (COMV1+COMV2 ) /coefm ( 15 , i , j , 2 )
DEL2W= (COMW1+COMW2 ) / coefm ( 1 5 , i , j , 2 )
FAC= coefm (3 , i , j , 2 ) *DEL2U+coefm ( 6 , i , j , 2 )
*DEL2V+
1 coefm ( 9, i, j,2)*DEL2W
C**
C** THIS IS TO TEST THE CASE OF NORMAL
DERIVATIVE CONDITION




R00T=3 . *R* (coefm ( 16 , i , j , 2 ) )
ST=2.*FAC/R00T
C IF(NT.GT.2) GO TO 27
C IF(ITN.NE.l) GO TO 27
C IF(ILOOP.NE.l) GO TO 27
C**
C WRITE(6,71) I, J,DEN,DEL2U,DEL2V,DEL2W,ROOT,FAC,ST,FT,TT
C**
27 BB(I, J)=FT-ST+TT
CALL THOMJ2 (L,M, RES , BB, CC, DD, EE, PP, QQ, RR)
C** STORE THIS RES INTO P2
DO 28 J=2,MM1
DO 28 1=2, LM1
28 C(I,J,1)=RES(I, J)
C** CALCULATION OF P(I,J,2) IN FINAL STEP (EQUATION-6)
C**
C**
C WRITE (6, 73)
C**
c 73 FORMAT (//2X, 'LAST STEP BODYP : I , J , DEN, DEL2U, DEL2V, DEL2W, ROOT, FAC, ST
c 1,FT,TT')
C WRITE (6, 74) ( ( (C (I , J, K) , 1=1 , L) , J=l ,M) , K=l , 12 )
DO 2 9 J=2,MM1
JP1=J+1
JM1=J-1
DO 2 9 1=2, LM1
IP1=I+1
IM1=I-1
FTF= coefm ( 12 , i , j , 2 ) * (C ( IP1 , J , 1 ) -C ( IM1 , J , 1 ) )
FTS= coefm ( 14 , i , j , 2 )
* (C ( I , JP1 , 1 ) -c ( I , JM1 , 1 ) )
UND=3.*
coefm ( 15, i, j ,2)
FT=(FTF+FTS)/UND
TT=(4.*C(I,J,2)-C(I, J, 3) ) /3.
UZ=0.5*
(C(I, J,6)-C(I, J, 4) )
VZ=0.5*(C(I, J,9)-C(I, J, 7) )
WZ=0.5*(C(I,J,12)-C(I,J,10) )
UMM=C ( IP1 , J , 5 ) +C ( IM1 , J , 5 ) -2 . *C ( I , J , 5 )
UNN=C ( I , JP1 , 5 ) +C ( I , JM1 , 5 ) -2 . *C ( I , J , 5 )
UZZ=C(I,J,6)+C(I, J,4)-2.*C(I,J,5)
UMN=
. 25 * (C ( IP1 , JP1 , 5 ) -C ( IM1 , JP1 , 5 ) -C ( IP1 , JM1 , 5 ) +C ( IM1 , JM1 , 5 ) )
UMZ=.25*(C(IP1,J,6)-C(IM1,J,6)-C(IP1,J,4)+C(IM1,J,4) )
UNZ=
. 2 5 * (C ( I , JP1 , 6 ) -C ( I , JM1 , 6 ) -C ( I , JP1 , 4 ) +C ( I , JM1 , 4 ) )
VMM=C ( IP1 , J , 8 ) +C ( IM1 , J , 8 ) -2 . *C ( I , J , 8 )



















coefm ( 11, i, j ,2) *UMN
COMV2=2.*
coefm(ll,i, j ,2) *VMN
COMW2=2.*
coefm ( 11, i, j,2) *WMN
DEN= coefm (15, i, j ,2)
DEL2U= C0MU1+(C0MU2/DEN)
DEL2V= C0MV1+(C0MV2/DEN)
DEL2W= COMWl + ( C0MW2 /DEN )
FAC= coefm (3, i, j ,2) *DEL2U+ coefm ( 6 , i , j , 2 ) *DEL2V+
1 coefm ( 9, i, j ,2) *DEL2W
FORB=UZ*





, j , 2 ) +
1 WZ* coefm(9, i, j ,2)
C**
C** THIS IS TO TEST THE CASE OF NORMAL DERIVATIVE CONDITION
C** AFTER 20 TIME STEPS THIS IS REMOVED
C**
ROOT=3 (coefm (16, i, j ,2) )
ST=2.*FAC/ROOT
EXTT=(2.*coefm(19, i, j ,2) *coefm(16, i, j ,2) *FORB) /
1 (3.*R*coefm(15,i, j ,2) )
C IF(NT.GT.2) GO TO 2 9
C IF(ITN.NE.l) GO TO 29
C IF(ILOOP.NE.l) GO TO 29
C**
C WRITE(6,71) I, J,DEN,DEL2U,DEL2V,DEL2W,ROOT,FAC,ST,FT,TT
**
C
2 9 BB(I, J) =FT-ST+TT-EXTT
C** THUS B(I,J) CONTAINS THE P(I,J,2) RESULTS
C** STORE THIS INTO THE PROPER LOCATION IN THE DISK (IN FILE I)
ERBP=0.
DO 3 2 J=2,MM1
DO 32 1=2, LM1
BPT=P2 (i, j ,2)
BPN=bb ( i , j )




C WRITE(6,251) ITN, IP , JP, KP, ERBP
C 251 FORMAT(5X, 'AT
ITERATION'
,





DO 3 0 J=2,MM1









































, 'M + I'I
IF(IST.EQ.l) C=STEP(1)






IF (IVP. EQ.2) B=VAL(2)
IF(IVP.EQ.3) B=VAL(3)
IF(IVP.EQ.4) B=VAL(4)
IF ( ILOOP. EQ.l) A=SECT(1)
IF (ILOOP. EQ.2) A=SECT(2)
IF(ILOOP.EQ.3) A=SECT(3)
WRITE (6, 10) A,B,C













SUBROUTINE ERROR (QNEW , QTEMP , ERRQ ,IQ,JQ,KQ,I,J,K)
TERR=ABS (QNEW-QTEMP)











DIMENSION U1(L,M,N) ,V1(L,M,N) ,W1(L,M,N) , COEFM (NC, L,M,N)
DIMENSION U2(L,M,N) ,V2(L,M,N) ,W2(L,M,N) ,P1(L,M,N)
COMMON/WW/MAXITN , ERRMAX , DELT , LC , MC







C** CALCULATIONS OF DERIVATIVES OF PRESSURE USING THE CONVERGED VALUES
C** OF PRESSURES
C** PX=(BETA11*PMU+BETA12*PNU+BETA13*PZI)/J , WHERE
C** PMU=MU DERIVATIVE OF P,PNU=NU DERIVATIVE OF P,PZI=ZI DERIVATIVE OF P
C** EXTRAPOLATE P1(I,J,1)
DO 252 J=2,MM1


































SUBROUTINE NSAPI (xx,yy , zz , A, B, C, D, L,M,N, ILOOP, 1ST, PP, QQ , RR,
1 NTOM, NC , COEFM, Ul , VI , Wl , U2 , V2 , W2 , R)




DIMENSION Ul (L,M,N) ,V1 (L,M,N) ,W1 (L,M,N)
DIMENSION U2 (L,M,N) ,V2 (L,M,N) ,W2 (L,M,N)
DIMENSION A(L,M,N) ,B(L,M,N) ,C(L,M,N) ,D(L,M,N)
DIMENSION XX(L,M,N) ,yy(L,M,N) ,ZZ(L,M,N)
DIMENSION PP(NTOM) , QQ (NTOM) , RR (NTOM) , COEFM(NC, L,M,N)
COMMON/WW/MAXITN , ERRMAX , DELT , LC , MC
COMMON /ERMVEL/ERNU, ERSU, ERCU, ERNV, ERSV, ERCV, ERNW , ERSW , ERCW
C** THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATION FOR CONVERGENCE IS MAXITN
C** ILOOP=l,2,3 ARE FOR NORTH, SOUTH & CENTRAL SECTIONS
C** U1,V1,W1 STORES U,V,W OF CONVERGE SOLUTION
C** U2,V2,W2 STORES U,V,W FOR THE PREVIOUS ITERATION STEP
C** XX,YY,ZZ STORES U,V,W, FOR CURRENT ITERATION STEP
C** AFTER CONVERGENCE IS ACHIEVED BOTH THE LOCATIONS SHOULD HAVE NEARLY SAME
C** VALUES.







C** LHS & RHS of velocity component U calculation
DO 10 K=3,NM2
DO 10 J=2,MM1
DO 10 1=2, LM1
Bll=coefm(l, i, j ,k)
B21=coefm(4, i, j ,k)
B31=coefm(7,i, j ,k)
All=coefm(10, i, j ,k)
A23=coefm(14,i, j ,k)
Fl=coefm(17,i, j ,k)
AJ=coefm(16, i, j ,k)
Tla=(Bll*U2(i, j,k)+B21*V2(i, j,k)+B31*W2(i, j,k) ) *0 .
5*
(delt/AJ)
Tlb= (All*delt) / (R*AJ**2)
Tlc=0.5*delt*Fl/R
T2=l.+(2.*All*delt) / (R*AJ**2)
C ( i , j , k) = (Tla-Tlb-Tlc ) /T2
D(i, j,k) = (-Tla-Tlb+Tlc)/T2
Rl=Ul(i, j,k)
R2a= (0 . 5*delt*A23 ) / (R*AJ**2 )
R2b=U2(i,j+l,k+l)-U2(i,j+l,k-l)-U2(i,j-l,k+l)+U2(i,j-l,k-l)




DO 11 1=1, L
A(i,j,k)=U2(i,j,k)
11 CONTINUE
C** NOW THE VARIABLE ARRAY A IS USED TO REPRESENT U(I,J,K) AT PREVIOUS
C** ITERATION STEP FOR TIME STEP (M+.25)
C** SUBROUTINES THOMI , THOMJ, THOMK ARE REFERRED TO FOR THE ISWEEP, JSWEEP &
C** KSWEEP OF THOMAS ALGORITHM. THE FOLLOWING IS THE ISWEEP OF THOM
C** THIS SOLUTION RETURNS THE VALUES OF U(M+.25) AT CURRENT ITERATION STEP
C** WHICH IS STORE TO XX(I,J,K)
CALL THOMI (L,M,N,A, B, C, D, PP, QQ, RR)
DO 12 K=3,NM2
DO 12 J=2,MM1
DO 12 1=2, LM1
XX(i, j,k)=A(i, j ,k)
12 continue
C**
C** LHS of velocity component V calculation
C** Same as LHS of U component
C**
C** RHS of velocity component V calculation & Vs-1 store to A
DO 14 K=3,NM2
DO 14 J=2,MM1
DO 14 1=2, LM1
All=coefm(10,i, j ,k)
A23=coefm(14,i, j ,k)
AJ=coefm(16, i, j ,k)
Bll=coefm(l, i, j ,k)
B21=coefm(4, i, j ,k)
B31=coefm(7, i, j ,k)
Fl=coefm(17,i, j,k)
Tla=(Bll*U2(i,j,k)+B21*V2(i,j,k)+B31*W2(i,j,k) ) *0 (delt/AJ)













DO 144 1=1, L
A(i,j,k)=V2(i,j,k)
144 CONTINUE
C** NOW THE VARIABLE ARRAY A IS USED TO REPRESENT V(I,J,K) AT CURRENT
C** ITERATION STEP FOR TIME STEP (M+.25)
C** SUBROUTINES THOMI , THOMJ , THOMK ARE REFERRED TO FOR THE ISWEEP, JSWEEP &
C** KSWEEP OF THOMAS ALGORITHM. THE FOLLOWING IS THE ISWEEP OF THOM
C** THIS SOLUTION RETURNS THE VALUES OF V(M+.25) AT CURRENT ITERATION STEP
C** WHICH IS STORE TO YY(I,J,K)
CALL THOMI (L,M,N,A, B , C , D, PP, QQ, RR)
DO 15 K=3,NM2
DO 15 J=2,MM1
DO 15 1=2, LM1
yy(i, j,k)=A(i, j ,k)
15 continue
C**
C** LHS of velocity component W calculation
C** Same LHS of U component
C**
C** RHS of velocity component W calculation & Ws-1 store to A
DO 17 K=3,NM2
DO 17 J=2,MM1
DO 17 1=2, LM1
All=coefm(10, i, j ,k)
A23=coefm(14,i, j ,k)
AJ=coefm(16, i, j ,k)




Tla= (B11*U2 (i, j ,k) +B21*V2 (i , j , k) +B31*W2 (i , j ,k) ) *0 .
5*
(delt/AJ)




D ( i , j , k) = ( -Tla-Tlb+Tlc) /T2
Rl=Wl(i, j ,k)
R2a= (0 . 5*delt*A23 ) / (R*AJ**2 )
R2b=W2(i,j+l,k+l)-W2(i,j+l,k-l)-W2(i,j-l,k+l)+W2(i,j-l,k-l)
C T2=l.+(2.*All*delt)/ (R*AJ**2)




DO 18 1=1, L
A(i,j,k)=W2(i,j,k)
18 CONTINUE
C** NOW THE VARIABLE ARRAY A IS USED TO REPRESENT W(I,J,K) AT CURRENT
C** ITERATION STEP FOR TIME STEP (M+.25)
C** SUBROUTINES THOMI , THOMJ , THOMK ARE REFERRED TO FOR THE ISWEEP, JSWEEP &
C** KSWEEP OF THOMAS ALGORITHM. THE FOLLOWING IS THE ISWEEP OF THOM
C** THIS SOLUTION RETURNS THE VALUES OF W(M+.25) AT CURRENT ITERATION STEP




DO 19 1=2, LM1
zz(i, j,k)=A(i, j ,k)
19 continue
ELSEIF( 1ST. EQ.2) THEN
C**
C** LHS & RHS of velocity component U calculation
DO 2 0 K=3,NM2
DO 20 J=2,MM1
DO 2 0 1=2, LM1
B12=coefm(2, i, j ,k)
B22=coefm(5, i, j ,k)
B32=coefm(8, i, j ,k)
A22=coefm(13,i, j ,k)
A13=coefm(12,i, j ,k)
F2=coefm(18, i, j ,k)
AJ=coefm(16, i, j ,k)
Tla=(B12*U2(i, j,k)+B22*V2(i, j ,k) +B32*W2 (i, j,k) ) *0 .
5*
(delt/AJ)
Tlb= (A22*delt) / (R*AJ**2)
Tlc=0.5*delt*F2/R
T2=l . + (2 . *A22*delt ) / (R*AJ**2 )
C ( i , j , k) = (Tla-Tlb-Tlc) /T2
D ( i , j , k) = ( -Tla-Tlb+Tlc ) /T2
Rl=Ul(i, j,k)
R2a= (0 . 5*delt*Al3 ) / (R*AJ**2 )
R2b=U2(i+l,j,k+l)-U2(i+l,j,k-l)-U2(i-l,j,k+l)+U2(i-l,j,k-l)




DO 21 1=1, L
A(i, j,k)=U2(i, j,k)
21 CONTINUE
C** NOW THE VARIABLE ARRAY A IS USED TO REPRESENT U(I,J,K) AT CURRENT
C** ITERATION STEP FOR TIME STEP (M+ . 5 )
C** SUBROUTINES THOMI , THOMJ , THOMK ARE REFERRED TO FOR THE ISWEEP, JSWEEP &
C** KSWEEP OF THOMAS ALGORITHM. THE FOLLOWING IS THE ISWEEP OF THOM
C** THIS SOLUTION RETURNS THE VALUES OF U(M+.5) AT CURRENT ITERATION STEP




DO 22 1=2, LM1
xx(i, j ,k)=A(i, j,k)
22 continue
C**
C** LHS of velocity component V calculation
C** Same as LHS of U component
C**
C** RHS of velocity component V calculation & Vs-1 store to A
DO 24 K=3,NM2
DO 24 J=2,MM1
DO 24 1=2, LM1
A22=coefm(13,i, j ,k)
A13=coefm(12, i, j ,k)
AJ=coefm(16, i, j ,k)
B12=coefm(2, i, j ,k)
B22=coefm(5, i, j ,k)
B32=coefm(8, i, j ,k)
F2=coefm(18,i, j,k)















DO 244 1=1, L
A(i,j,k)=V2(i,j,k)
244 CONTINUE
C** NOW THE VARIABLE ARRAY A IS USED TO REPRESENT V(I,J,K) AT CURRENT
C** ITERATION STEP FOR TIME STEP (M+.5)
C** SUBROUTINES THOMI , THOMJ , THOMK ARE REFERRED TO FOR THE ISWEEP, JSWEEP &
C** KSWEEP OF THOMAS ALGORITHM. THE FOLLOWING IS THE ISWEEP OF THOM
C** THIS SOLUTION RETURNS THE VALUES OF V(M+.5) AT CURRENT ITERATION STEP




DO 2 5 1=2, LM1
yy(i, j,k)=A(i, j ,k)
25 continue
C**
C** LHS of velocity component W calculation
C** Same LHS of U component
C**




A22=coefm(13, i, j ,k)
Al3=coefm(12, i, j ,k)
AJ=coefm(16 , i , j , k)
B12=coefm(2, i, j ,k)
B22=coefm(5, i, j ,k)
B32=coefm(8, i, j ,k)
F2=coefm(18, i, j ,k)
Tla=(B12*U2(i, j,k)+B22*V2(i, j,k)+B32*W2(i, j,k) ) *0 .
5* (delt/AJ)
Tlb= (A22*delt) / (R*AJ**2)
Tlc=0.5*delt*F2/R
T2=l.+(2.*A22*delt) / (R*AJ**2)
C ( i , j , k) = (Tla-Tlb-Tlc) /T2
D ( i , j , k) = ( -Tla-Tlb+Tlc) /T2
Rl=Wl(i, j,k)
R2a=(0.5*delt*A13)/ (R*AJ**2)
R2b=W2 (i+1, j ,k+l) -W2 (i+1, j ,k-l)-W2 (i-1, j
,k+l)+W2 (i-1, j ,k-l)
C T2=l.+(2.*A22*delt)/(R*AJ**2)




DO 28 1=1, L
A(i,j,k)=W2(i,j,k)
28 CONTINUE
C** NOW THE VARIABLE ARRAY A IS USED TO REPRESENT W(I,J,K) AT CURRENT
C** ITERATION STEP FOR TIME STEP (M+.5)
C** SUBROUTINES THOMI , THOMJ , THOMK ARE REFERRED TO FOR THE ISWEEP, JSWEEP &
C** KSWEEP OF THOMAS ALGORITHM. THE FOLLOWING IS THE ISWEEP OF THOM
C** THIS SOLUTION RETURNS THE VALUES OF W(M+.5) AT CURRENT ITERATION STEP




DO 29 1=2, LM1




C** LHS & RHS of velocity component U calculation
DO 3 0 K=3,NM2
DO 3 0 J=2,MM1
DO 3 0 1=2, LM1
B13=coefm(3,i,j,k)
B23=coefm(6, i, j ,k)
B33=coefm(9, i, j ,k)
A3 3=coefm(15, i, j ,k)
A12=coefm(ll, i, j ,k)
F3=coefm(19, i, j ,k)
AJ=coefm(16, i, j ,k)







D(i, j ,k)=(-Tla-Tlb+Tlc) /T2
Rl=Ul(i,j,k)
R2a=(0.5*delt*A12) / (R*AJ**2)
R2b=U2(i+l, j+l,k)-U2(i-l, j+l,k) -U2 (i+1, j-l,k) +U2 (i-1, j-l,k)








NOW THE VARIABLE ARRAY A IS USED TO REPRESENT U(I,J,K) AT CURRENT
C** ITERATION STEP FOR TIME STEP (M+.75)
C** SUBROUTINES THOMI , THOMJ , THOMK ARE REFERRED TO FOR
THE ISWEEP, JSWEEP &
C** KSWEEP OF THOMAS ALGORITHM. THE FOLLOWING IS THE ISWEEP OF THOM
C** THIS SOLUTION RETURNS THE VALUES OF U(M+.75) AT CURRENT ITERATION STEP
C** WHICH IS STORED TO XX(I,J,K)
CALL THOMK(L,M,N,A,B,C,D,PP,QQ,RR)
DO 32 K=3,NM2
DO 3 2 J=2,MM1
DO 32 1=2, LM1
xx(i, j,k)=A(i, j ,k)
32 continue
C**
C** LHS of velocity component V calculation
C** Same as LHS of U component
C**
C** RHS of velocity component V calculation & Vs-1 store to A
DO 34 K=3,NM2
DO 3 4 J=2,MM1
DO 34 1=2, LM1
A3 3=coefm(15, i, j ,k)
A12=coefm(ll,i, j,k)
AJ=coefm(16, i, j ,k)
B13=coefm(3
, i, j ,k)
B23=coefm(6, i, j ,k)
B33=coefm(9,i, j,k)
F3=coefm(19,i, j ,k)


















NOW THE VARIABLE ARRAY A IS USED TO REPRESENT V(I,J,K) AT CURRENT
C**
ITERATION STEP FOR TIME STEP (M+.75)
C**
SUBROUTINES THOMI , THOMJ , THOMK ARE REFERRED TO FOR THE ISWEEP, JSWEEP &
C** KSWEEP OF THOMAS ALGORITHM. THE FOLLOWING IS THE ISWEEP OF THOM
C**
THIS SOLUTION RETURNS THE VALUES OF V(M+.75) AT CURRENT ITERATION STEP
C**
WHICH IS STORED INTO YY(i,j,k)
CALL THOMK(L,M,N,A,B,C,D,PP,QQ,RR)
DO 3 5 K=3,NM2
DO 3 5 J=2,MM1





LHS of velocity component W calculation
C** Same LHS of U component
C**
C** RHS of velocity component w calculation & Ws-1 store to A
DO 37 K=3,NM2
DO 37 J=2,MM1

















C T2=l.+(2.*A33*delt) / (R*AJ**2)
B(i, j,k)=(Rl+R2a*R2b) /T2
37 continue
DO 3 8 K=2,NM1
DO 38 J=1,M




NOW THE VARIABLE ARRAY A IS USED TO REPRESENT W(I,J,K) AT CURRENT
C**
ITERATION STEP FOR TIME STEP (M+.75)
C**
SUBROUTINES THOMI , THOMJ , THOMK ARE REFERRED TO FOR THE ISWEEP, JSWEEP &
C**
KSWEEP OF THOMAS ALGORITHM. THE FOLLOWING IS THE ISWEEP OF THOM
C**
THIS SOLUTION RETURNS THE VALUES OF W(M+.75) AT CURRENT ITERATION STEP
C**
WHICH IS STORED INTO ZZ(i,j,k)
CALL THOMK(L,M,N,A,B,C,D,PP,QQ,RR)
DO 39 K=3,NM2
DO 3 9 J=2,MM1






C* ITERATION ABSOLUTE ERROR CHECKS ARE PERFORMED HERE
C**
C** IF U(S) AND U(S-l) VALUES ARE NOT WITHIN PRESCRIBED LIMITS THEN U(S) IS
C** STORED BACK INTO 11=1,2,3?
C IF(IST.EQ.l) CALL FORM (1 , 1 , ILOOP)
C IF(IST.EQ.2) CALL FORM ( 1 , 2 , ILOOP)




DO 73 1=2, LM1
UTEMP=U2 (i, j ,k)
UNEW= XX(i, j ,k)
73 CALL ERROR (UNEW,UTEMP,ERRU,IU, JU,KU,I, J,K)
IF ( ILOOP. EQ.l) ERNU=ERRU
IF (ILOOP. EQ.2) ERSU=ERRU
IF(ILOOP.EQ.3) ERCU=ERRU
C WRITE(6,251) ITN, IU, JU,KU, ERRU














C DO 83 K=3,NM2
C DO 83 J=2,MM1
C DO 83 1=2, LM1
C CALL ABSERRVEL(UNEW,UTEMP,I, J,K, 1ST, L,M,N,NC, coefm,
C 1 XX,U2,V2,W2,U1)
C 83 CALL ERROR(UNEW,UTEMP,ERRU,IU,JU,KU,I,J,K)












IF V(S) AND V(S-1) VALUES ARE NOT WITHIN PRESCRIBED LIMITS THEN v(S) IS
C**
STORED BACK INTO 11=4,5,6?
C IF(IST.EQ.l) CALL FORM (2,1, ILOOP)
C IF(IST.EQ.2) CALL FORM (2, 2, ILOOP)









IF (ILOOP. EQ.2) ERSV=ERRU
IF ( ILOOP . EQ . 3 ) ERCV=ERRU




C DO 85 K=3,NM2
C DO 85 J=2,MM1
C DO 85 1=2, LM1
C CALL ABSERRVEL(UNEW,UTEMP,I,J,K,IST,L,M,N,NC,coefm,
C 1 YY,U2,V2,W2,V1)
C 85 CALL ERROR(UNEW,UTEMP,ERRU,IU,JU,KU,I, J,K)
C WRITE(6,281) ITN, IU, JU, KU, ERRU











C** IF w(S) AND w(S-l) VALUES ARE NOT WITHIN PRESCRIBED LIMITS THEN w(S) IS
C** STORED BACK INTO 11=7,8,9?
C IF(IST.EQ.l) CALL FORM (3,1, ILOOP)
C IF (1ST. EQ.2) CALL FORM (3 , 2 , ILOOP)




DO 77 1=2, LM1
UTEMP=W2 (i, j ,k)
UNEW= ZZ (i, j ,k)
77 CALL ERROR(UNEW,UTEMP,ERRU,IU,JU,KU,I,J,K)
IF (ILOOP.EQ.l) ERNW=ERRU
IF (ILOOP. EQ.2) ERSW=ERRU
IF(ILOOP.EQ.3) ERCW=ERRU
C WRITE (6, 251) ITN, IU, JU,KU, ERRU
C ERRU=0.0
C UNEW=0.0
C UTEMP=0 . 0
C DO 87 K=3,NM2
C DO 87 J=2,MM1
C DO 87 1=2, LM1
C CALL ABSERRVEL(UNEW,UTEMP,I,J,K,IST,L,M,N,NC,coefm,
C 1 ZZ,U2,V2,W2,W1)
C 87 CALL ERROR(UNEW,UTEMP,ERRU,IU,JU,KU,I,J,K)
C WRITE(6,282) ITN, IU, JU,KU, ERRU











DO 7 9 K=3,NM2
DO 79 J=2,MM1
DO 79 1=2, LM1
U2(i, j,k)=xx(i, j ,k)
V2(i,j,k)=yy(i,j,k)




SUBROUTINE NSASI (A, B, C, D, L,M,N, ILOOP , 1ST, PP, QQ, RR, NTOM,
1 NC, COEFM,U2,V2,W2, PI, P2)
INTEGER L,M,N, ILOOP, 1ST, NC, NTOM
REAL B11,B12,B13,B21,B22,B23,B31,B32,B3 3,A11,A12,A13,A23,A22,A33
REAL Fl , F2 , F3 , AJ , PTEMP , PNEW , epsdelt
REAL UM,VM,WM,UN,VN,WN,UZ,VZ,WZ,Rl,R2,R3a,R3b,T2
DIMENSION U2 (L,M,N) ,V2 (L,M,N) ,W2 (L,M,N) ,P1 (L,M,N) , P2 (L,M,N)
DIMENSION A(L,M,N) ,B(L,M,N) ,C(L,M,N) ,D(L,M,N)
DIMENSION PP(NTOM) , QQ (NTOM) , RR (NTOM) , COEFM (NC, L,M,N)
COMMON/WW/MAXITN , ERRMAX , DELT , LC , MC
COMMON/ERMPR/ERNP , ERSP , ERCP
C** THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATION FOR CONVERGENCE IS MAXITN









C** PRESSURE CALCULATIONS AT TIME STEP(M+0.33)
C** CALCULATION OF RHS OF THOMAS ALGORITHM
DO 50 K=3,NM2
DO 50 J=2,MM1
DO 50 1=2, LM1
All=coefm(10, i, j ,k)
Fl=coefm(17, i, j ,k)
Bll=coefm(l, i, j ,k)
B21=coefm(4, i, j ,k)






UM=0.5*(U2(i+l, j,k)-U2 (i-1, j,k) )
VM=0.5*(V2(i+l, j,k)-V2(i-l, j,k) )
WM=0.5*(W2(i+l, j,k)-W2(i-l, j,k) )
Rl=(l./ (delt*AJ)
)* (B11*UM+B21*VM+B31*WM)
epsdelt=(l/delt)*EXP( (FLOAT (K-2) /FLOAT (NM2) )*LOG(delt) )
R2= (1/delt) *epsdelt*Pl (i, j ,k)
T2= (1/delt) *epsdelt+ (2 . *A11/AJ2)
B ( i , j , k) = (-Rl+R2+R3a*R3b) /T2
C** LHS of pressure equation
C(i, j,k)=(-(All/AJ2)-(0.5*Fl) )/T2




DO 55 1=1, L
A(i, j,k)=P2(i, j,k)
55 CONTINUE
C** THUS PREVIOUS P(I,J,K) .IS STORED UNDER VARIABLE NAME A(I,J,K)
CALL THOMI (L,M,N, A, B, C , D, PP, QQ, RR)
ELSEIF(IST.EQ.5) THEN
C**
C** PRESSURE CALCULATIONS AT TIME STEP(M+0.67)
C** CALCULATION OF RHS OF THOMAS ALGORITHM
DO 60 K=3,NM2
DO 60 J=2,MM1
DO 60 1=2, LM1
A22=coefm(13,i, j ,k)
F2=coefm(18, i, j ,k)
B12=coefm(2, i, j ,k)
B22=coefm(5, i, j ,k)
B32=coefm(8, i, j ,k)
A13=coefm(12, i, j ,k)
AJ=coefm(16, i, j ,k)
AJ2=AJ**2
R3a=P2 (i+1, j ,k+l)-P2 (i-1, j ,k+l)-P2 (i +1, j ,k-l)+P2 (i-1, j ,k-l)
R3b=0.5*A13/AJ2
UN=0.5*(U2 (i, j+l,k)-U2(i,j-l,k) )
VN=0.5*(V2(i, j+l,k)-V2(i, j-l,k) )
WN=0.5* (W2 (i, j+l,k)-W2(i, j-l,k) )
Rl=(l./ (delt*AJ) ) *(B12*UN+B22*VN+B32*WN)
epsdelt= (1/delt) *EXP( (FLOAT (K-2) /FLOAT (NM2) )*LOG(delt) )
R2= (1/delt) *epsdelt*Pl(i,j,k)
T2= (1/delt) *epsdelt+ (2*A22/AJ2)
B (i , j , k) = (-Rl+R2+R3a*R3b) /T2
C** LHS of pressure equation p(m+.67)
C ( i , j , k) = (
- (A22 /AJ2 )











C** PRESSURE CALCULATIONS AT TIME STEP (M+1)
C** CALCULATION OF RHS OF THOMAS ALGORITHM
DO 70 K=3,NM2
DO 70 J=2,MM1
DO 70 1=2, LM1
A3 3=coefm(15, i, j ,k)
F3=coefm(19, i, j ,k)
B13=coefm(3 , i, j ,k)
B23=coefm(6, i, j ,k)
B33=coefm(9, i, j ,k)
A12=coefm(ll, i, j ,k)
AJ=coefm(16, i, j ,k)
AJ2=AJ**2
R3a=P2(i + l, j+l,k)-P2 (i-1 , j+1 ,k) -P2 (i + 1 , j-1 ,k) +P2 (i-1 , j-1 , k)
R3b=0.5*A12/AJ2
UZ=0.5*(U2 (i, j,k+l)-U2(i, j,k-l) )
VZ=0.5*(V2(i, j,k+l)-V2(i, j,k-l) )
WZ=0.5*(W2 (i, j,k+l)-W2(i, j,k-l) )
Rl=(l./ (delt*AJ) )
* (B13*UZ+B23*VZ+B33*WZ)
epsdelt= (1/delt) *EXP( (FLOAT (K-2) /FLOAT (NM2) )*LOG(delt) )
R2=(l/delt) *epsdelt*Pl (i, j ,k)
T2= (1/delt) *epsdelt+(2*A33/AJ2)
B (i , j ,k) = (-Rl+R2+R3a*R3b) /T2














C** ITERATION CHECK FOR PRESSURE AT
TIME STEP
c**
c IF(IST.EQ.4) CALL FORM (4 , 4 , ILOOP)
IF(IST.EQ.5) CALL FORM (4, 5, ILOOP)




DO 118 1=2, LM1
PTEMP=P2 (i, j ,k)
PNEW= A(i, j,k)
118 CALL ERROR (PNEW,PTEMP,ERRP, IP, JP,KP,I, J,K)
IF (ILOOP.EQ.l) ERNP=ERRP
IF (ILOOP. EQ.2) ERSP=ERRP
IF(ILOOP.EQ.3) ERCP=ERRP





, 14 , 'MAX. ERROR AT
LOCATION'




FROM THOM ALGO . P2(I,J,K) BECOMES THE CURRENT STEP
DO 51 K=3,NM2
DO 51 J=2,MM1





Subroutine nswrite (l,m,n, lc,mc, fname,R,T,DELT,OM,
1 UN,VN,WN,US,VS,WS,UC,VC,WC,PN,PS,PC)
c writes uvwp variables IN ASCII FILES
character fname*5
DIMENSION UN(L,M,N) ,VN(L,M,N) ,WN(L,M,N)
DIMENSION US (L,M,N) , VS (L,M,N) ,WS (L,M,N)
DIMENSION UC(LC,MC,N) ,VC(LC,MC,N) ,WC(LC,MC,N)

















) R, T, DELT, OM



















































WRITE(2,fmt=*) ( ( (US (I, J,K) ,I=1,L) , J=1,M) ,K=1,N)
close (2)





































































































































WRITE(2,fmt=*) ( ( (PS(I,J,K) ,I=1,L) ,J=1,M) ,K=1,N)
close (2)


















SUBROUTINE RESET (L,M,N, Ul , VI ,W1 )
C** THIS SUBROUTINE RESETS THE VELOCITY VALUES ON THE BODY
INTEGER L,M,N




DO 10 1=2, LM1
Ul(i, j,2)=0.0





SUBROUTINE THOMK (L,M,N,A,B,C,D, COFB , Q , RAT )
DIMENSION A(L,M,N) ,B(L,M,N) ,C(L,M,N) ,D(L,M,N)





DO 21 1=2, LM1
DO 19 K=3,NM2
IF(K.EQ.3) B(I,J,K)=B(I,J,K)-D(I,J,K)*A(I,J,K-1)
IF(K.EQ.NM2) B ( I , J, K) =B (I , J, K) -C (I , J, K) *A ( I , J,K+1 )











IF(KK.EQ.NM2) A ( I , J,KK) =Q (KK)




SUBROUTINE READUVWP (L , M , N , LC , MC , FNAME ,
1 UNI , VN1 , WN1 , US1 , VS1 , WS1 , UCl , VC1 , WCl , PN1 , PS1 , PCI )
CC*** READS VELOCITIES COMPONENTS & PRESSURE
character fname*5
DIMENSION UN1(L,M,N) ,VN1 (L,M,N) ,WN1(L,M,N) ,PN1(L,M,N)
DIMENSION US1(L,M,N) ,VS1(L,M,N) ,WS1(L,M,N) ,PS1(L,M,N)
DIMENSION UC1(LC,MC,N) , VC1 (LC ,MC ,N) , WCl (LC,MC,N) , PCI (LC,MC,N)


























































read (2,*) ( ( (UCl (I, J, K) , 1=1, LC) ,J=1,MC) ,K=1,N)
close(2)













read (2,*) ( ( (VN1(I,J,K) , 1=1, L) ,J=1,M) ,K=1,N)
close (2)



































































read(2,*) ( ( (WC1(I,J,K) ,1=1, LC) ,J=1,MC) ,K=1,N)
close (2)














































SUBROUTINE TRANSFER ( L , M , N , LC , MC , Al , Bl , Cl , A2 , B2 , C2 \
DIMENSION A1(L,M,N) , B1(L,M,N), C1(LC,MC,N)
DIMENSION A2(L,M,N) , B2(L,M,N), C2(LC,MC,N)













SUBROUTINE THOMI (L,M,N,A, B, C, D, COFB, Q, RAT)
DIMENSION A(L,M,N) ,B(L,M,N) ,C(L,M,N) ,D(L,M,N)






DO 19 1=2, LM1
IF (I.EQ.2) B(I,J,K)=B(I,J,K)-D(I,J,K)*A(I-1,J,K)
IF(I.EQ.LMl) B(I,J,K)=B(I,J,K)-C(I,J,K)*A(I+1,J,K)






COFB ( I ) =C ( I , J , K) /RAT ( I )
Q(I)=(B(I,J,K)-D(I,J,K)*Q(I-1) )/RAT(I)
19 CONTINUE
DO 22 1=2, LM1
II=LMl-I+2
IF(II.EQ.LMl) A(II,J,K)=Q(II)




SUBROUTINE THOMI2 (L,M, A, B, C , D, E, COFB , Q, RAT)
DIMENSION A(L,M) ,B(L,M) ,C(L,M) ,D(L,M) ,E(L,M)




DO 19 1=2, LM1
IF (I.EQ.2) B(I,J)=B(I,J)-E(I,J)*A(I-1,J)
IF(I.EQ.LMl) B(I,J)=B(I,J)-C(I,J)*A(I+1,J)
















SUBROUTINE THOMJ (L,M,N,A, B, C, D, COFB, Q, RAT)
DIMENSION A(L,M,N) ,B(L,M,N) ,C(L,M,N) ,D(L,M,N)




DO 21 1=2, LM1
DO 21 K=3,NM2
DO 19 J=2,MM1
IF (J. EQ.2) B(I,J,K)=B(I,J,K)-D(I,J,K)*A(I,J-1,K)
IF(J.EQ.MMl) B(I,J,K)=B(I,J,K)-C(I,J,K)*A(I,J+1,K)
















SUBROUTINE THOMJ2 (L,M, A, B, C , D, E, COFB, Q , RAT)
DIMENSION A(L,M) ,B(L,M) ,C(L,M) ,D(L,M) ,E(L,M)
DIMENSION COFB (M) , Q (M) , RAT (M)
LM1=L-1
MM1=M-1
DO 21 1=2, LM1
DO 19 J=2,MM1
IF (J.EQ.2) B(I,J)=B(I,J)-E(I,J)*A(I,J-1)
IF (J . EQ . MM1 ) B(I,J)=B(I,J)-C(I,J)*A(I,J+1)
















C Plots the navier stokes flow
C nsplot.for
PARAMETER (L=9 ,M=9 ,N=32 , LC=21 ,MC=34 , as=3 , range=l . 25 , inc=l )
DIMENSION XN(L,M,N) ,YN(L,M,N) ,ZN(L,M,N)
DIMENSION XS(L,M,N) ,YS(L,M,N) ,ZS(L,M,N)
DIMENSION XC(LC,MC,N) ,YC(LC,MC,N) ,ZC(LC,MC,N)
DIMENSION R (N) , S (N)
DIMENSION UN(L,M,N) ,VN(L,M,N) ,WN(L,M,N)
DIMENSION US(L,M,N) ,VS(L,M,N) ,WS(L,M,N)
DIMENSION UC(LC,MC,N) ,VC(LC,MC,N) ,WC(LC,MC,N)
CHARACTER fname* 5
CHARACTER CNAME*7
c write (6,*) 'Enter File
Name'







C** READ GRID POINTS
CALL COORDXYZ ( CNAME , L , M , N , LC , MC , XN , YN , ZN , XS , YS , ZS , XC , YC , ZC )





























read (2,*) ( ( (UN (I, J,K) , 1=1, L) ,J=1,M) ,K=1,N)
close (2 )



















* file=fname // '3 .
txt'
)
















































* file=fname // '7 .
txt'
)















































CALL SET( .1, .9, .1, . 9 ,XMN, XMX, YMN, YMX, 1 )
do 90 i = l,L
do 90 j=l,M
do 90 k=l,N
UN(i j ,k)=xn(i, j,k)+(UN(i, j,k)/as)
VN ( i , j , k) =yn ( i , j , k) + (VN ( i , j , k) /as )
WN(i, j ,k)=zn(i, j,k)+(WN(i, j,k)/as)
US(i,j,k)=xs(i,j,k)+(US(i,j,k)/as)
VS(i, j,k)=ys(i, j,k)+(VS(i, j,k)/as)





UC(i, j ,k)=xc(i, j,k)+(UC(i, j,k)/as)
VC(i, j ,k)=yc(i, j,k)+(VC(i, j,k) /as)






call line(yc(i,nsurf ,k) , zc (i,nsurf ,k) , VC (i,nsurf ,k)
1 WC(i,nsurf ,k) )
r (k-1) =yc (i,nsurf ,k)







call line(yc ( i,nsurf ,k) , zc ( i, nsurf ,k) , VC ( i, nsurf ,k) ,
1 WC(i, nsurf ,k) )
r (k-1) =yc (i,nsurf ,k)





nsurf = (1+1) /2
do 12 j=2,m-l
do 14 k=2,n-l,inc
call line (yn (nsurf , j ,k) , zn (nsurf, j ,k) ,VN (nsurf , j , k) ,
1 WN (nsurf ,j ,k) )
r (k-1 ) =yn (nsurf , j , k)







call line(ys (nsurf ,j,k) , zs (nsurf , j ,k) ,VS (nsurf , j ,k) .
1 WS (nsurf ,j ,k) )
r (k-1) =ys (nsurf, j ,k)










parameter (1=9 ,m=9 ,n=3 0, lc=21,mc=34, range=4 . 0)
dimension xn(l,m,n) ,yn(l,m,n) ,zn(l,m,n)
dimension xs (l,m,n) ,ys (l,m,n) , zs (l,m,n)






















CALL SET (.1,-9,.]. 1, .9,XMN,XMX,YMN,YMX,1)
nsurf=m+(l-l) /2
do 2 i=l, lc
do 4 j=2,NMl
xdata (j-l)=yc(i, nsurf , j) /as
ydata(j-l) =zc ( i, nsurf , j ) /as
4 continue
c write (6, 111) xdata, ydata
111 format(5x,10fl2.4)
112 format (2x, 'line finish')
call frstpt (xdata (1 ) ,ydata(l) )








= yc(i, nsurf ,j)/as




call frstpt (xdata (1) , ydata (1) )
call curve (xdata, ydata,
n-2)
3 continue
c write (6, 112)




= yn(nsurf ,i, j)/as
ydata (j-1) = zn (nsurf , i,j ) /as
14 continue
c write (6, 111) xdata, ydata
call frstpt (xdata (1) ,ydata(l) )
call curve (xdata, ydata, n-2)
12 continue
c write(6,112)
do 13 i =l,m
do 15 j=2,NMl
xdata(j-l) = ys (nsurf , i, j ) /as
ydata (j-1) = zs (nsurf , i , j ) /as
15 continue
c write (6, 111) xdata, ydata
call frstpt (xdata ( 1) ,ydata(l) )






xdata ( i ) =yc ( i , nsurf , j ) /as
ydata ( i ) =zc ( i , nsurf , j ) /as
8 continue
call frstpt (xdata ( 1) ,ydata(l) )






xdata (i) = yc (i , nsurf , j ) /as
ydata (i) = zc (i, nsurf , j ) /as
9 continue
call frstpt (xdata ( 1) ,ydata(l) )






c xdata (kiml) =0 .




xdata (i) = yn (nsurf , i, j ) /as
ydata (i) = zn (nsurf , i, j ) /as
18 continue
c write (6, 111) xdata, ydata
call frstpt (xdata (1) , ydata (1) )






= ys (nsurf , i, j ) /as
ydata (i) = zs (nsurf , i,j ) /as
19 continue
c write(6,lll) xdata, ydata
call frstpt (xdata (1) , ydata (1) )













DIMENSION UN(L,M,N) ,VN(L,M,N) ,WN(L,M,N) ,PN(L,M,N)
DIMENSION US(L,M,N) ,VS(L,M,N) ,WS(L,M,N) ,PS(L,M,N)
DIMENSION UC(LC,MC,N) ,VC(LC,MC,N) ,WC(LC,MC,N) ,PC(LC,MC,N)
DIMENSION coefml (NC,L,M,N) , coefm2 (NC,L,M,N) ,coefm3 (NC,LC,MC,N)
DATA RE,T,DELT,OM/1000. ,2.0, .01,10./
CALL COORDXYZ (CN , L , M , N , LC , MC , UN , VN , WN , US , VS , WS , UC , VC , WC )
CALL COEF2 (UN, VN,WN, L,M,N, 1 , coefml ,NC)
CALL COEF2 (US , VS , WS , L,M,N, 2 , coefm2 ,NC)
CALL COEF2 (UC, VC , WC , LC ,MC , N, 3 , coefm3 ,NC)
CALL READUVWP(L,M,N,LC,MC,FN,
1 UN,VN,WN,US,VS,WS,UC,VC,WC,PN,PS,PC)
Call READCOEFM ( 1 , m , n , lc,mc,nc, coefml, coefm2 , coefm3 )
WRITE(6,10) RE,T,DELT,OM




















WRITE ( 6 , 12 ) DRAGX , DRAGY , DRAGZ







F15 . 7 ,
' DRAGZ=
,
F15 . 7 )
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE DRAG (U,V,W, P, COEFM, L,M,N,NC, ILOOP , RE, SUMX, SUMY, SUMZ)
DIMENSION U(L,M,N) ,V(L,M,N) ,W(L,M,N) ,P(L,M,N) , COEFM (NC, L,M,N)
LM1=L-1
MM1=M-1
DO 5 11=2, LM1
DO 5 12=2, MM1
C VALUES ON 13=1 ARE ASSIGNED BY EXTRAPOLATION
C U(I1,I2,1) = 2.*U(I1,I2,2)-U(I1,I2,3)
C V(I1,I2,1) = 2.*V(I1,I2,2)-V(I1,I2,3)









DO 19 1=2, LM1
PR=P(I,J,2)
C** 3pt. formula
UD=0.5* (-3 -*U(I, J,2)+4.*U(I, J,3)-U(I, J, 4) )
VD=0.5* (-3
.*V(I,J,2)+4.*V(I, J,3)-V(I, J, 4) )
WD=0.5*(-3 . *W(I,J,2)+4.*W(I, J,3)-W(I, J, 4) )
B13=coefm(3,I,J,2)
























12 SUMX, SUMY, SUMZ ARE',3F15.5)
RETURN
END
